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Preface
This Thesis was written in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy in Mathematics at the University of Surrey. The work consists of eight chapters 
including Chapter 1 which is the introduction and Chapter 8, the conclusion. Chapter 2 is an 
illustration of the application of Ladder Methods to the Kuramoto-Sivashinslcy equation. The 
remaining Chapters are based upon papers which are published or are about to be submitted: 
chapters 3 and 4 are based upon published papers, [Ref. 8,10]; chapter 5 is based on a letter 
[Ref. 9] which is currently in press; chapters 6 and 7 are pre-prints which will be submitted 
for publication. These chapters have been expanded to harmonise the terminology and to 
make the thesis easier to read.
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Abstract
In this thesis we have investigated some physically interesting dissipative partial differential 
equations through Ladder Methods. The technique originally used in [1] enables us to obtain 
estimates on some of the most important features of these equations including the dissipative 
length scale. We illustrate this method by applying it to the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation 
and to a Generalised Diffusion Model, that models the population density of a single animal 
species under a more general diffusive mechanism than Fickian Diffusion.
We have also looked at some of the problems arising from Ladder Methods. Specifically we 
have studied the rate of decay of solutions in non-linear dissipative Partial Differential 
equations (PDEs). This is important when finding upper bounds on the time average of the 
dissipative length scales which arise naturally from the Ladder. We show that using a 
method first employed in [13,14,15] it is possible to bound several dissipative PDEs below 
by an exponential.
Furthermore we have addressed the following important problem; in the study of the 
behaviour of solutions of dissipative partial differential equations, an important question is 
whether solutions with positive initial data remain positive for all time. We find the 
necessary conditions for positivity of solutions of a class of dissipative PDEs possessing 
linear diffusion. Moreover we extend our analysis of positivity to a PDE with a non-linear 
diffusion term. Proving positivity of solutions is also important in obtaining an upper bound 
for the bottom rung of the ladder for the Generalised Diffusion Model Equation.
Finally, following the work in reference [23], we also study the application of weighted 
norms in finding tighter bounds on the bottom rung of ladders.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
There are a number of physically interesting dissipative partial differential equations which 
encompass many fields of material science and fluid dynamics. The best known of these 
being the Navier-Stokes equations which describe the motion of any fluid. The objective of 
this thesis is to obtain a better understanding of some of these physically interesting 
dissipative partial differential equations (PDEs) using a technique known as Ladder 
Methods.
1.1 Ladder Methods
Ladder Methods comprise estimating time asymptotic upper bounds of a hierarchical
ladder of functionals composed from various norms of the solutions of a dissipative partial 
differential equation. These estimates include the L^-nonn of the solution which gives the 
spatial average, and the L°®-norm which gives the maximum amplitude. Thus if we can find a 
satisfactory bound for the appropriate bottom rung of the ladder, we can find a bound for all 
the rungs within the ladder, and therefore all the functionals are bounded. This method has 
been originally applied to a number of dissipative PDEs, including the Complex 
Ginzburg-Landau equation (CGL) and the Navier-Stokes Equations. Ladder methods appear 
to be able to give some of the most important features of any parabolic PDE; namely if a 
ladder exists and if it's appropriate bottom rung is bounded for all time, then this will,
® imply that a set of well defined norms of the solutions of the equation are bounded,
♦ allow the time asymptotic behaviour for the solutions to be derived,
® prove regularity and show that the equation is well posed,
® allow the bounds for length scales to be derived in order to identify the size of the 
smallest spatial structure or feature in the solution.
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For example the ladder found for the Navier-Stokes equations gave comparatively easy proof 
of regularity in 2-d, together with most of the known classical results via other analytical 
techniques.
1.2 Complex Ginzburg-Landau Equation.
The ladder method was originally applied to the CGL equation [1]
+ (1-F jv)A/4 — (1 + ( 1 . 1 )
with periodic boundary conditions, on the domain Gl = [0..1]^ in spatial dimensions. At 
is the partial derivative w.r.t. time where A is a complex function, R>0 is the control 
parameter and v and p are real parameters. Note that M. is the Laplacian of A.
By defining a set of functionals
= k  + a„\A\'^)dx, (1.2)
where Fq = 1, OLn is positive and « > 1, a set of differential inequalities involving Fn were 
derived, namely
< (2«F + c^M ^)F «  - 6 ^ ^ ,  (1.3)
where bn = 2m in(^ l,^^^ j, )|.||  ^ is the norm (i.e. supa \A\ ) and c« > 0.
Applying interpolation inequalities to the \A ^  term to get |1 |^|  ^< + F^"J
for 2n> D + 2 , allows the construction of absorbing balls for each Fn provided an upper 
bound can be found for the bottom rung of the ladder.
A bound was found for the bottom rung of the ladder dependent on p and v in the exponent 
of R for <7 > 2. These results were subsequently generalised and slightly improved on in [5].
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The bound on the bottom rung of the ladder was tightened in [23]. In this paper it was shown 
that a sharper bound for the bottom rung of the ladder for the complex Ginzburg-Landau
equation could be found using weighted energy estimates, and this bound turns out to be 
independent of p and v in the exponent of R. This established that the long-time behaviour of 
the functionals which make up the ladder were given by
lim sup Fn (t) < C(p, V, d)R  ^f  1 + . (1.4)t~>00  ^ /
This will be explained in more detail in Section 1.6.
1.3 Length Scales
One of the most important consequences of the Ladder Methods is that we can derive lower 
bounds for the dissipative length scale, using the method employed in [2,3,4,5,6]; the 
dissipative length scale arise naturally from the ladders.
Length scales capture the structure of any dynamical flow and are vitally important for 
understanding the spatio-temporal patterns of the solutions of the system. The most important 
of these length scales is the dissipative length scale, of which the Kolmogorov length scale 
for incompressible fluid flows is the most famous example. The dissipative length scale is 
defined as the scale below which the dynamics of the system is smoothed out by the 
dissipation, or in other words it is an estimate for the scale of the smallest spatial structure or 
feature in the solution. Estimating this length scale is crucial if we are to have an accurate 
and reliable picture of the dynamics involved in the system. This is especially true from a 
numerical point of view as it is vitally important for estimating the depth to which a 
numerical scheme must resolve the solution if it is to capture all the dynamics of the flow.
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The method employed in [2,3,4,5,6] comprises ' linking the dissipative length scales with 
the functionals of the ladder. From the theory of global attractors, in dissipative PDE's we 
have that the number of degrees of freedom (or relevant modes) N  is related to the minimum 
scale by the formula
N={Llt)‘‘, (1.5)
d  being the spatial dimension and the volume.
The number of relevant modes can be obtained through the Fourier expansion of the solution. 
We take N  as the number of lowest modes whose contribution to the norm of the solution 
balances the contribution of the (infinitely many) higher modes. If we consider / a 
sufficiently smooth periodic function and take k to be a positive number then we have 
through Fourier expansion.
ke2%Z‘^ 2 + 2V||/cj|<K ||/(||>icy
where ||/c|| = \Jci + . Then for s > dll we can estimate the norm of /  by
z|l/cll<K
f
< 2V])/c|l<K
(by the
2 A + 2 wrk&2nZ^  /  V||/di>K
 Cauchy-Schwarz inequality)
W \2s 'ke2nZ^
1 2 A 2
hence we have
IML^ClKdl/'l2 + ‘^2K2 l|vy|L .
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The first term originates from the low modes where ||/c|l < k , the second from the high modes. 
They equal each other when
llvyilîk “ =  C\- l l / l l :
therefore we take k  to be the number of degrees of freedom (or relevant modes) N. 
Hence we have
- d l l / I 2 7 (1.6)
If we take s==n and/ =  u we have
/ l|V”»l2 
I  WI2 (1.7)
These norms can be associated with the functionals which compose the ladder. For example 
if we define the functionals as Jn = = ||V"wIl2 (see Terminology), which are the
functionals we shall use later to construct the ladders for the Kuramoto-Sivashinslcy equation 
and the Generalised Diffusion Model Equation, we obtain
T
•7o ( 1.8)
which we can bound through the ladder. We can see bounds for the dissipative length scale 
arise naturally from Ladder Methods. However is a function of time and its dynamic 
evolution is in general not easy to obtain, so it is useful to define a length scale which is time
independent This is normally achieved by taking time averages, namely
(1.9)
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1.4 The rate of decay for solutions in non-linear dissipative partial 
differential equations.
If we look at a universalisée! version of the ladder.
T f  T \  a(«)< c \ ~  \ + F( lower powers of J^), (1.10)An
then from the rungs of the ladder we can see that by taking time averages.
^  \  ^  ^  + <F( lower powers of Tv)), (1.11)
the first term on the right-hand side can be made equivalent to our definition of the time 
average of the dissipative length scales (1.9). However, to find a bound for this estimate we
have to prove that the quantity ^  ^  is bounded.
From the definition of time average we have that
jny -  / =  Jim sup y[log (J„)]o. (1.12)
It can be seen that if the solutions do not decay faster than exponentially, then from the
definition of time average, ^  ^  ^  is bounded. Therefore to have a well-defined
dissipative length scale, some way of estimating lower bounds of the rate of decay of the 
solutions is crucial. Thus it is very important to investigate the decay rate of the solutions of 
(at least ) any physically interesting dissipative partial differential equation.
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Dyer and Edmunds, in their papers [13,14] based on the work done by Ogawa [15], showed 
that the rate of decay of solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation is bounded below by an 
exponential. By adapting this method we will show that the rate of decay of the solutions of 
several different dissipative partial differential equations are bounded below by an 
exponential.
1.5 Positivity of solutions.
An important question in the study of the behaviour of solutions of dissipative partial 
differential equations is whether solutions with positive initial data remain positive at any 
later time. In dissipative equations such as reaction-diffusion equations where the highest 
order differential operator is the Laplacian, it is often possible to establish positivity of 
solutions using the maximum-principle. However when we have dissipative partial 
differential equations containing higher-order differential operators than the Laplacian, the 
maximum principle does not apply and consequently proving positivity of solutions is a much 
more difficult problem.
Finding positivity of solutions is of fundamental importance in many fields of applied 
mathematics, for example in biological dynamics where the solutions of the equations are 
modelling populations and therefore must be positive functions.
One reason we have investigated positivity is because it is important in deriving a ladder for 
the Generalised Diffusion Model (GDM) equation. It becomes vital that we can show 
positivity of solutions if we are to find a suitable bound for the bottom rung of the ladder.
We also explore this area further by finding the conditions for positivity of solutions of a 
class of dissipative Partial Differential Equations with a linear diffusion term and extend this 
for a PDE with a non-linear diffusion term.
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1.6 Weighted Norms
Finding a tight bound for the bottom rung of the ladder is fundamental, if we are to find 
meaningful and useful results through the ladder. It is this bound which will be used to bound 
all the functionals within the ladder. Through these bounds we can find the time-asymptotic 
behaviour of the solutions of the equation in question and derive bounds on the time-average 
of the dissipative length-scale. Hence any method we can employ to create a better lower 
bound will help us to find sharper bounds for the functionals within the ladder, and hence 
gives us a better understanding of the dynamics of the partial differential equation.
In [23] it was shown that using weighted ZF-norms,
lkllp,p = (J^  ^ , (1.13)
( where p > 0 is a suitable weight with |Vp(%)| < pop(%) and p/ = J p{x)dx < oo ) it was
possible to derive sharper bounds on the long-term behaviour of the Z/-nonns of the 
solutions of the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation; these bounds were found to be,
lim sup j \u{t,x)Y’dx < Cp(p, , (1.14)
(C/j a constant). Applying (1.14) to the ladder gives us
lim supF n ( t )  < C(jLi, V ,d)R'^f 1 + .f—>00 V /
This is a tighter bound then the bound derived in [1,5]. It is also independent of p and v
except through the constant.
We shall apply the weighted norms method to tiy and find tighter upper bounds for the 
Generalised Diffusion Equation.
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1.7 Terminology
Throughout this thesis we shall use the following notation:
We take as our domain a smooth bounded domain Q.
We define I / (Q)  as the set of functions w such that for 1 </>< oo,
IIWIp =  ( J q  lu (x )l^cà ÿ  < CO,
and for p  = 00
ilMloo =  SUpxeQ k W I  <  CO.
We consider the phase space of the PDEs we shall be analysing as the Sobolev spaces 
W”A(Q) which we define as the spaces of functions whose generalised derivatives of order 
less or equal to n ( where n is any non-negative integer ) are contained in the LP space. In 
other words we define W^ p^ (Q) as the space of functions u e LP{Q) such that V^u e LP(Q) 
where a < n .
We define V
(v"-)^ = 2k=«1+«2+ +rid ^  ' (1.15)\dxi^dx2^....dx/
X = (xI,X2, in d spatial dimensions.
In defining our ladders we shall make particular use of the set of quantities in d  spatial 
dimensions, which we define as follows:
norm: Gp :=\\u\\2p = j^\u\^Pdx, (1.16)
rtth derivative of the Lj norm as defined in (1.15):
Jn := l|V”«ll2 = L (1.17)
These norms (unless otherwise stated) will be the functionals which make up the ladders of 
each of the dissipative PDE's we shall study.
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Note: In many texts and papers, (V"w)^ is stated as (D”w) .^ We could define our phase space 
W^P(£Ï), as the space of functions u e Z/(Q) such that g LP{C1) where,
(P^'Ÿ -  However our papers [8,9,10] on which some of the following chapters of
this thesis are based, use (V"w)^and hence for continuity we shall stick to this notation.
For clarity we shall express the Laplacian as Aw, Aw = 2  in d  spatial dimensions, to set
/=1 ÔXJ
it apart from our definition of the norms. Similarly the bi-Laplacian will be defined as
A^w = 2  and k-Laplacian is defined as A^ w = 2/=1 dxj 1=1 dx^  ^
We define the time-asymptotic upper bound of the function / (x, t) as,
7  = sup limX-%,0, (1.18)
lim =lim sup, and the time average ast->CO t->oo
(/’)=  lim supy r# ,T )^ T . (1.19)
Finally throughout this thesis we shall take c to denote various constants which do not 
depend upon the solutions of the dissipative Partial Differential Equation in question.
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1.8 Structure
In Chapter 2 we look at the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (KS) equation and derive a ladder in one 
spatial dimension. Using the ladder an upper bound for the dissipative length scale has been 
derived.
In Chapter 3 the same approach has been applied to a generalised diffusion equation, again 
deriving ladder and length scales in one spatial dimension. To derive the ladder it was 
necessary to demonstrate positivity of solutions.
In Chapter 4 we explore the rate of decay for solutions in non-linear dissipative differential 
equations and show that many of these equations can be bounded below by an exponential. 
This is important for finding the time-average of the dissipative length scale and hence 
deriving its lower bound.
In Chapter 5 we show positivity of solutions for a class of dissipative PDEs. Finding 
positivity of solutions is of fundamental importance in many fields of applied mathematics, 
for example in biological dynamics where the solutions of the equations are modelling 
populations and therefore must be positive functions.
In Chapter 6 we show positivity of solutions for a PDE with a non-linear diffusion term.
In Chapter 7 we look at weighted norms in an attempt to obtain tighter bounds for the 
Generalised Diffusion equation.
Chapter 8 is the conclusion.
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Finally more details and information are available in the Appendices. These workings have 
been placed in the appendices to make it easier to read the chapters.
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Chapter 2: The Kuramoto-Sivashinsky 
Equation
2.1 Introduction
The Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (K-S) equation arises in many physical contexts. It was first
derived by Kuramoto and Tsuzulci (1976) for the study of angular-phase tiubulence in a
system of reaction-diffusion equations modelling the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction and
later by Sivashinslcy (1977) to model small thermal diffusive instabilities in laminar flame
fronts in 2 space dimensions [18]. The equation has also been derived in the study of thin
viscous film flow down vertical or inclined planes, interfacial instabilities between 
concurrent viscous fluids and in 1 space dimension is a model for the Bénard problem in an 
elongated box.
In one spatial dimension the equation takes the form
where v is the dissipative parameter and is the non-linear term. If we differentiate
this equation w . r . t .w e  have
dw  . ..d^w  . d^w . d^wdw  ^ -.n+ v— T + —^  + —^ - ^  = 0, (2.2)
which, if we let w = ^  gives us
dtdx dx  ^ dx^
+ vA^w +Aw+wVw = 0 (2.3)
We shall assume that we have odd periodic boundary conditions on = [0..A] for this 
equation, namely that u(x+L,t) = u(x,t) for any (%, t) e 91x91 ,^ and J  t)dx = 0.
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A major characteristic of the solutions of the K-S equation is the co-existence of coherent 
spatial structures (periodic cellular patterns) with temporal chaos. This behaviour appears in 
many physical systems where the onset of destabilisation is heralded by the creation of cells 
and patterns and is often the precursor to fully turbulent behaviour. Hence it is important to 
study this equation to try and understand the complex dynamical behaviour associated with 
these types of systems. Being a scalar equation makes it easier to cope with when studying it 
numerically, but it is particularly sensitive to numerical inaccuracies. Theoretically it is 
interesting as,unlike the Navier-Stokes and Complex Ginzburg-Landau equations,it contains 
a fourth-order dissipative term as well as being a good model equation for methods which 
may eventually give an insight into the Navier-Stokes equations.
Considerable work has been undertaken in studying this equation both numerically and 
theoretically. It has already been shown that solutions of this equation exist and are unique as 
well as the existence of a global attractor by Nicolaenko et al. (1985). Foias et al. have also 
shown the existence of an Inertial Manifold ( in odd solution subspace) which means there 
exists a finite dimensional manifold which describes the long-term behaviour by only a finite 
number of degrees of freedom, or in other words we have that the time asymptotic behaviour 
of the solutions of the K-S equations is rigorously equivalent to a finite dimensional 
dynamical system of ordinary differential equations.
In this Chapter we shall outline a ladder for the K-S equation in 1 space dimension using the 
method first applied in [1], and derive the dissipative length scale which arises naturally from 
the ladder structure. We shall also try to outline what other areas need to be studied further 
and the direction future work might take.
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2.2 Ladder for Kuramoto Sivashinsky Equation in one dimension 
Ladder for the Kuramoto Sivashinsky Equation
We begin the derivation of our ladder for the K-S equation in one spatial dimension (d=l) by 
considering the dynamical quantity Jn which we defined in the introduction as
Jn = fn |v"«|Vx, G;, = I | d x ,  and/o = Gi, (2.4)
where w > 1.
Differentiating Jn with respect to time ( the full explanation is given in Section 2.4 Proof of 
Jn ladder ) we eventually get
\ j n  ^ ~vJn+2+/W4-1 + c;/h||Vw||oo. (2.5)
where Jn is the derivative of Jn w.r.t time, ||.||oo is the norm and c is a constant 
dependent on n and <7 but not the solution.
(Note: As mentioned before, throughout this thesis c will be used to represent any constant 
which is independent of the solution, so subsequent references to c may not be equivalent.)
To use the ladder (2.5) we need the upper rung to be only dependent on the lower rungs, so 
we need 7^+2 and Jn+\ in terms of Jn or lower. This can be done by applying Lemma 1,s r s r
Jn ^ Jn+i^ n~s , ( 1 ^ -S' < W ) to the inequality {see Lemma 1 for proof of J^ < ).
Hence we have the ladder
^ - % ( - ^ ) +  where I <s <n.  (2.6)L Jn Z Jn —s ZV
This ladder is very similar in structure to the ladder found for the Navier-Stokes equations.
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We shall need a bound for ||Vw|loo which is found to be (see Additional Bounds),J_ 2fc3
, (2,7)
where d - \ .
So we have (taking s =^ n)
: , 1. 2nPi
< - ^ ( - p > 7  + 1 ^  + o /^’Jo"" . (2.8)Z Z J n -s  ZV
Behaviour of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (J n )
In order to obtain a ladder of absorbing balls we need the negative definite term to be
stronger than the positive definite terms so that for large values Jn  will be decreasing in time. 
Take our ladder for 1 < 5 < w,
:  r 7 1 J -
 ^ (29)
and to leading orders we find the long time bounds for Jn  by letting the r.h.s. of the 
inequality equal zero,
T 1 2-27^3
- ^ ( - r - ) » + a / » " V ” =0. (2.10)Z J n -s
giving
2__3. 2 2»-3 , (2.11)
which rearranged is
4mj 8M , jÇyJ). 
r 8 « - 3 j  T 8 « - 3 j= . (2.12)
Therefore we have.
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4m
J „  =  CV , (2.13)
Let s and we have
_
J n C V   ^ «/g . (2 .14)
Therefore if we have a time-asymptotic upper bound on J q then we have a time-asymptotic 
upper bound on Jn.
2 3  Estimate for the bottom rung of the Ladder ( J q )
To use the ladder we need an upper bound on the lower rung of the ladder. In other words we 
need to find a bound for J q where
jQ-= \^ç \^uŸ'dx. (2.15)
Differentiating J q with respect to time we have
J q - 2uutdx =  2w(-vA^w -  Aw -  uS/u)dx.
We can now integrate by parts on the first two terms of the r.h.s. to recreate /jv's. Note that 
the last term can be directly integrated and therefore equals zero due to the periodic boundary
conditions.
^ J q < -v|^[wV^w]^ -  VuV^udx^
“ [ [^wVw]q -  VuVudx^ -  u^Vudx,
-v[[V «V 2a]^  + | ^  V2wV^«£ic]+Jl - i  V{ufdx,
= -vJ i  + J ] -  |'[(w)^]n.
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 ^ jo  ^ — VJ2 + - (2.16)
This leaves us with the inequality containing J2 and J \ , namely
1
2
Applying Lemma 1,
s r
rf+s T t'+ s
withi\r= 1, r  = 1, 5=1 we have.
i  i
(2.17)
When this is substituted in to (2.16) we have
~ j o  < ~v/2+«/2*^0 = + (vJ2)^(v>/o)^, (2.18)
which after applying Young's inequality gives us
jo  < - v /2  + y*^ o (2.19)
To find a bound for Jq we need to express J2 in terms of Jo • To do this we have to resort to 
Poincaré inequality which can be expressed as
Jq L^J 1 ^ L^J2 ^ .......
L being the cell size of the domain.
This gives us
J q < ~(yL~  ^~ ^yjQ, (2.20)
which can be solved by simply integrating both sides,
(2 .2 1 )
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Integrating we have
/o (0  ^ /o(0)exp ( - (v i-"  (2.22)
So to have bounded decay we must have
v i - ‘‘ - i > 0 = > v > Z , 2  (2.23)
In other words for L sufficiently small the long time motion of the system is bounded. The 
use of the Poincaré inequality makes the lower bound for Jq unsharp and a sharper and 
possibly more interesting exercise would be to look at the j^and jo  inequalities as a system 
of differential inequalities.
2.4 Proof of the Ladder (J n )
Differentiation Jn with respect to time, where Jn =\\V'^u\dx, we get 
j «  -Iç^lV^uV^Ufdx,
2 2V'’a(-vV'’+'*«- v"(MVM))t& (2.24)
We now wish to restructui e the r.h.s. of the equation to get Jn in terms of /jv where AT is a 
function of n. This is done through integrating by parts but due to the periodic bounds on the 
equation the integrated terms equal zero. We apply Leibnitz rule to the last term to get
dx.
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= v[[V"+> v+ZwV+Zü; dx\ + J„+i
dx. (2.25)
giving
J„ < -VJ„,2 +/«+, - L  (2.26)
We now wish to take a closer look at the last term. Taking the modulus of the last term we 
have
1— < -v J „+2 + ^« + 1  +
Let AT:
. (2.27)
Applying a Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we get
U
2 A 
dx
(2.28)
Let/4^ = S/c Jq dx and applying Holder's inequality
(where |  + 1 = 1 ).
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= (2-29)
Using Gagliardo and Nirenberg inequalities on each term we get, for the ||v*u|| term, 
||V^w||^<c||V"Ml2lWlj^, ' (2.30)
where
This can be rearranged to show
2 ( /c - l ) -^   ^ ^  2 ( /c - l ) -y
" = 2 in -  X )-d  < H ^ 2 Ô T 1 P 7  < 1 •
It can be shown that for ^ = w this inequality still holds.
For the term we obtain
5 c||V»||»||V«||^» , (2.31)
whereè = provided
From this we can show
i  c||V"«||^“||VM|2(l-‘')||V«a||f |lVa||2(l-«,
< c||V''ir|2'"*’^ ||Va||2(2-("*)), (2.32)
but from the definitions of a and b we can show that
2(n -  /c+ /c -  1) -  d{^ +
 % F ^ ) - d ----------= * ’
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t i^'hich will give us
A'‘ < c||V"m|||||V«Ê, (2.33)
Substituting this back into the equation for K, (2.28) we have
i  i
A:<G/^y^||VwL. (2.34)
Substituting K  back into the inequality (2.27) we will obtain
~ j/j — ~~^ Jn+2 "t" Jfi+\ + w||qq. (2,35)
Applying Lemma 1 to the ladder
From Lemma 1 we have
If we apply this with A  = « + l , r = l , 5 = l w e  obtain
1 1
Jn+l—dn+iJn- (2.36)
Substituting (2.36) into our ladder and applying Young's inequality we get
“  < “ ^J;7+2+ + a/nl|Vw|ioo. (2.37)
Using Lemma 1 again but with W = r  = 2, 5 = 5 we have
- A .
J <Jn
which when rearranged gives us
2
(2.38)
J n -s
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Substituting this in and dividing through by Jn gives
+ ^  + c|IVm||„. (2.39)
2.5 Length Scales
As has already been stated length scales capture the structure of any dynamic flow and are 
vitally important for understanding the spatio-temporal patterns of the systems’ solutions . The 
most important of these is the dissipative length scale, which is defined as “the scale below 
which the dynamics of the system is smoothed out by the dissipation”. More simply it is an 
estimate for the scale of the smallest spatial structure or feature in the solution. Estimating this 
length scale is crucial if we are to have an accurate and reliable picture of the dynamics 
involved in the system.
We take our definition of the dissipative length scale, as defined in the introduction (1.9),
(2.40)
Looking at the ladder when 5 = « we have
We now take time averages of both sides of the inequality to get
< 2 ^ )  -  + ^  + c<{|Vw|U>. (2.42)
If we take the time average of ^  we haveJn
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(è)=
= i w s u p ! ^ .
We already know that Jn is bounded above by the ladder ( provided v > ) therefore the
time average will tend to zero as t-^co  provided the decay rate of the solutions is not faster 
than exponential. In Chapter 4 ( The rate of decay for solutions in non-l inear dissipative 
partial differential equations ) we shall show that it is possible to prove that the rate of decay 
for solutions of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation is bounded below by an exponential
We now substitute in the time average bound we found for (||Vw||oo), namely
(IIVuL) < c( \  ( â \ -  (2.43)
This gives us
(2.44) I
To leading orders we have
(2.45)
Applying a Holder inequality {see Useful Inequalities) to the definition we have
(2.46)
where , -  = -j, ^  +  |  = 1 and <1^>? = 1.
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2 4
1
Which means that
4  V  (2.47)
This becomes
( /-* )<  cv‘ I jo) 1  (2.48)
when a Holder inequality is applied to the right hand side (<7= 1).
We already have a bound for Jq so we have a bound for the dissipative length scale of the 
Kuromoto-Sivashinsky equation.
We have shown that it is possible to create a ladder for the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation
and find an upper bound for the bottom rung for this ladder. We can therefore bound the long 
term behaviour of the -norms of the solutions of the equations. Furthermore we can find an 
estimate for the dissipative length scales of the Kunnoto-Sivashinslcy equation.
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Chapter 3: A Generalised Diffusion Model
3.1 Introduction
We shall consider a generalised diffusion model and we shall again derive a ladder and the 
length scales which arise naturally from the ladder.
The equation we shall study has the form
ut -  - a à fu - + + Aw- 0w|w|. (3.1)
where w = u{x, f) , r > 0  and x e Q = [0,l Y  with periodic boundary conditions and in d  
spatial dimensions. In (3.1) w represents the population density of a single animal species. 
The parameter A > 0 is considered as a control parameter, and is a measure of the birth rate. 
The other parameter are also real and positive and g > 0 determines the order of 
non-linearity.
In the case q - \  this model was studied in the context of population dynamics by Cohen and 
Murray. They proposed the model in an attempt to consider whether spatial structure could 
be maintained by means of a diffusive mechanism more general than Fickian diffusion. The 
detailed derivation of the diffusion tenns is given in [25 ]. Here we simply state that the first
term has a stabilising effect, whereas the Laplacian term is stabilising or destabilising 
according to whether p is positive or negative. This system has a spatially unifonn steady 
state solution given by w = A/Ô and it has been shown in [25] that it is stable to small spatial 
disturbances if p is negative. However if p > 0 then spatially structured solutions may 
occur; this is the main reason why we shall take p > 0 . In their paper Cohen and Murray also
performed a linear stability analysis of the system at its spatially uniform steady state 
solution w = A/6  and determined when this steady state goes linearly unstable. They also
derived an expression for the critical wave number at bifurcation. In slightly different
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notation they chose A as bifurcation parameter and found that bifurcation from the uniform 
state occurs when
—yA^ + 2 jctA — P = 0, (3.2)
and that the critical wave number is
kc = ( I )  . (3,3)
giving the spatial structure Qxp±ikcX. We shall recover this result as a particular case in 
Section 3.6 (Length scales).
We also consider the problem of defining the smallest length scales for this equation 
modelling population dynamics. In a population model, the smallest length scale is a measure 
of the smallest scale in which spatial fluctuations of a population occur. Our length scales 
will be defined in much the same way as they were defined in the previous Chapter.
As this equation was considered in the context of population dynamics we should expect the 
solutions of the equation to remain positive for all time. This is not naturally apparent from 
the equation since it contains a fourth order spatial derivative term and so we cannot expect 
to use the maximum principle. Nevertheless we can prove that when q = \  solutions of the 
equation do remain positive under certain additional conditions to be outlined in Section 3.3. 
This proof is actually only for one spatial dimension but the extension of the proof to higher 
dimensions is being investigated. The positivity of the solutions is vital in finding a bottom 
rung for our ladder as shall be outlined in Section 3.4. In what follows we treat this model as 
an example of a dissipative non-linear partial differential equation which can be used to 
analyse general features of a certain class of systems.
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3.2 The ladder for the Generalised Diffusion Model
The equation governing the generalised diffusion model is defined in (3.1) as
Ut -  -aA ^w - pAw + yAw^ '^*'^  + Aw -  6 w|w|.
We shall make heavy use of the functionals define in the introduction to construct our ladder, 
namely
iJ-P  norm: Gp : =  ||w||^ = J  \u\^Pdx, (3.4)
wth derivative of the Û- norm: Jn := l|V^w||2 = J \V^u\^dx. (3.5)
As was shown in [5] the time-dependent quantities above contain the most important
dynamical information for any dissipative partial differential equation. In particular it is true I
that having control (boundedness) of all the Jn gives us a smooth ( infinitely differentiable) !
attractor, for the solutions of our equations. Therefore the general strategy adopted below is Ito use the classical inequalities of functional analysis to try to find upper bounds for the long |
time asymptotic behaviour and the time average of various quantities involving the Jn and
the G p .  I
We begin by considering the ladder for all d  and q, but in subsequent sections we shall 
restrict attention to d=^q^\ because of the problems of finding a bound for Gp with p>\ 
without proof of positivity of solutions for larger spatial dimensions.
We know that for large p  the Gp can be bounded by interpolation between Jn and Gp^  
with p* < p.Thus the fundamental importance of the Gp lies for small p  where they will 
have a decisive role for estimating the "bottom rung" of the ladder. Hence in what follows we 
concentrate on the Jn component of the ladder.
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We shall start by showing that for (3.1) the Jn obey the following evolution equation: 
AJ„ + p/„+i - | j „+2 + c(8 ,«y^^,G Ï + cL 4 ^ ,G ^ , (3.6)
where«>l.  f < p < 2 q + l ,  T  = * =
-  -^ d-pd  , Aqn + 4^ -}- 2  -  Iqd
^ 2pn + 2 p -d p  + d 2pn'\-2p~dp-^d^
whichioxd = q ^ p = \  gives wforw^ 1,
^M+l 2/1+5 o
1 dJn^ ^ + c(0, ' G r  ' + Gj. (3.7)
Naturally the Jn component of the ladder shows that it is crucial to have estimates on the 
bottom rung, which is Gp, with p  > dq!2. In the d q < 2  case the bottom rung is G i. If 
dq> 2  then we need a higher Gp .
In order to construct this ladder we differentiate the Jn with respect to time and we insert the 
time derivative into eq. (3.1):
<XJ„ + PJ„+1 -  o J „+2 + Y J  (V««)(v'’*2„29+i)^
-b\(V'u){y''u^')dx. (3.8)
In order to estimate the first non-linear term we first integrate twice by parts and then we 
apply Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to get
Performing a Leibniz-expansion on j we obtain
2dx . (3.9)
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Therefore we have that
/  N I 2q+\V»(„2î . l )  = 2  .  n  . (3.10)
Substituting into (3.9) and applying now a (2^+l)-fold Holder inequality on each term of the 
sum above we obtain
2
J l ü l  ^dx) < c  s  J, ^  ^ o< _ % r2^74* 1
1/2 
 ^ , «+2 0 eA( ?+l
\0\=n
f2g+l ,, ^
n
\
2(2g+l);
(by interpolation on each factor) )
= (3.11)
where 0  < p < 1 and a  > 0  are given by
2pn + {g + l)d~ pd+ 2p  ¥  2qn + 2 q + l - q d
Applying Young's inequality to the last term and absorbing one of the terms into the -a J „+2 
term we get the third and the last terms in the theorem. To obtain the fourth term of the 
theorem a similar argument is used and hence the inequality or ladder for Jn has been 
proved.
The dynamical content of the Jn ladder will be heavily used to obtain information on various 
quantities such as the ||w||  ^of the solutions of (3.1). The connection between the Jn and the 
IIwHot is obtained by using the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality, namely
||w||  ^< c{jiG^p + G i] provided 0 < <2 < 1. (3.12)
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From (3.12) one can see that having control of the Jn and of Gp gives the possibility of 
controlling ||w||  ^ thus giving regularity for the solutions. All we have to do then is to get 
some form of dynamical control on J„ and on Gp. Let us start with Jn.
Looking at (3.6) we can see that the dominant terms are the Jn^i term and the last term.
Here we are interested only in the dominant behavioui* of the solutions, and so we neglect the
contribution of the lower order terms. Under this approximation we look for an "absorbing 
ball" for the /« as follows: first we use the interpolation
r  ^  j{n-r)l{s-r) Js-n)/(s-r)J n  ^ J s  J r  5
where r < n < s  and we take 5 = w + 2  and r = 0 .
After a few manipulations the ladder can be cast into a form which to leading orders reads
+ c^ j V + lower order terms, (3.13)Z at o a
where
( j ) l  =  (2pn + 2qd + d~pd)fQ.pn -^Ap-dq + d~2qd),
<l>2 = + 8^ + 4 -  Aqd)l(2pn -\-Ap -  d p d  -  2qd),
and where as above, {dqllZ) < p< 2q-\-\.
Noting that Jo = Gi, a standard absorbing ball argument gives that for large n,
+ lower order tenns, (3.14)
which fox d  q ^ p  gives
l n ^ c { ^  Gf""^^+ lower order terms. (3.15)
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The overbar means the superior limit over all smooth initial conditions a s t ^ o o
For the norm we have
(3.16)
Ip n l^ d -p d ’ " > 2 -
Using (3.14) we obtain for large n,
llwll^  < + lower order terms, (3.17)
which for d^p=q^\ gives
||w|lw < <^(^) + lower order terms. (3.18)
Inspecting (3.17) we can see that we have to get "good" estimates for the bottom rung Gp 
with (dq/2) < p  < 2 q + \ .  As wq anticipated earlier, if (dq/2) < 1 the bottom rung is G\ 
whereas if {dq/2) > 1 then we need a higher Gp .
3.3 Positivity of solutions when q = l
For q = I our model is studied in the context of population dynamics and so for solutions to 
have any real meaning they should remain non-negative for all time. This is not readily 
apparent for this particular equation as the maximum principle does not hold. It is 
nevertheless very desirable to establish some positivity result (even if further restrictions 
need to be imposed) because positivity of solutions is needed for biological realism. As we 
will show in the next section, whether the solutions are positive or not also has some bearing 
on finding the bound for the bottom rung of the ladder. In this section, therefore we outline a 
way in which the positivity of the solutions of our equation can be guaranteed for all time 
provided that the solution starts positive and certain conditions are satisfied. Unfortunately,
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we have only been able to establish this for the case when the spatial dimension d=l, but 
work is being carried out to extend the result to higher spatial dimensions.
For we have
Ut -  -alsfu  -  pAw + yAw^  + Xu -  bu\u\,
-  -aA ^w - pAw + 6 yw(Vw)  ^+ 3yw^Aw +A w - 6 w|w|. (3.19)
For the uniform steady state of the equation we have u = A/6  so we introduce v defined by 
w = V + (A/Ô).
If we can prove that ||v||oo < (A/6) then this clearly implies u is positive.
Therefore if w = v + (A/8) we have
vt = -aA^v -  pAv + 6y^v + (Vv)^ + 3y^v + Av
+a[v + | ) - ô ( v + | )  |v + | l . (3.20)
To find bounds for ||v||oo we employ a method similar to the ladder method. First let us define
(3.21)
Through an application of the inequalities of Gagliardo and Nirenberg we have for d=\
|M|2 <74/2^1'W/2)
We aim to find long time bounds for H\ and Hq so  that we can bound ||vj|J,. The full 
derivation of H\ and Hq will be explained in the appendix, however by differentiating the Hq 
with respect to time and substituting the time derivative vt into the right hand side of the
equation we get after some manipulation {for details see Appendix B)
iffo  ^ - j H l  + ^ ^ ^ 0  + 3Wfo + . (3.22)
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Ignoring - H i  as it is negative definite we have
which gives us, to leading orders.
Hence it follows that the radius of the absorbing ball for Hq is given by
Hq < c\ “—y + Xv6 aô ô (3.23)
We will now consider H\ obtaining results in much the same way we did for Hq Taking 
H i=l\Vv\^dx.
Using the same strategy as above we obtain {see Appendix B)\
i / f i  < -o f fs  + P %  + 4y||Vv|1 J + aYlVvll^ + + 3 ^ 1 (3.24)
Again using the same tricks as for Hq we can see that the absorbing ball for H\ is
H, < c ( | ) 1/2 16p: 3/2.3V3(a5>^^2 ■ V.012 4 ^ 3 ^  ' ^8 -
1/3
Hq.
We now obtain estimates in one spatial dimension for ||v|'
1 / 2  r j l / 2
Using (3.23) and (3.24) we get for <7 = ^ =  1:
I» ^  cff 1/4 16p: 3/2 1/6 + TTy6 aÔ 6 y 
(3.25)
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which for a  large enough (a  > cA) gives
llvllî. s  (3.26)
hence provided the solution is initially non-negative and the state d  condition for a  is 
satisfied then the solution remains positive for all time.
3.4 Estimates for the bottom rung
Since we only have positivity of solutions for <7 = p  = ^ =1 we shall start by considering Gi 
as the bottom rung of the ladder. In the following sections we shall outline bounds for a 
general Gp which can be used to bound the ladder in higher dimensions, but these will 
depend on assuming that solutions remain positive in higher dimensions, and we have not yet
been able to establish any results to this effect.
Differentiating Gi with respect to time we see that for eq. (3.1), it obeys the evolution 
equation
<XGx~  8G3/2 -  a  I dx+p |  uV^ud
+ 6 7  J w (^Vw) (^A: + 3y J (3.27)
Throughout the following we assume that the condition a  > cA is satisfied, so that positivity 
of solutions is guaranteed. However unlike the Gy? case where positivity of solutions is 
necessary for finding bounds it is not strictly necessary ford ^ q ^ I
Through integration by parts we know that J u^V^udx = - J  3w^(Vw)^dk, and we can also 
show that
2 f p f  . Ri/A 2 o2^.2P jMV^Mcfe = - a  + “ c6c,
= - a j ( v 2
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Hence
< ?iG, - 8 G3/2 -  ^ G i  - a | ( v 2 / /  + |^ ) ^ t & - 3 r  J u^(yuŸdx. (3.28)
The last two terms are negative definite and so we can ignore them to obtain 
Through Holder’s inequality on the G3/2 term, we have
irfGi f , , P ^ V .  _G3/2
« - - « l i t ’
and hence to leading terms,
G i < ( ^ ) l  (3.31)
where Q is the domain of integration and A,* = A, + /p ^ /4 a j .
In order to obtain estimates for the |iw|| norni all we have to do is to insert the bottom rung 
estimates found above into (3.18). We obtain:
(3.32)
Inspecting the ||w||  ^norm, we realise that we have global existence for <7 = ^ = 1.
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3.5 Temporal averages
Let us consider the time average of G \ . From (3.29) we know that
i ^ < A , * G i - 8 G 3 / 2 .  (3.33)
Time averaging we obtain
< G i > < t ) l  (3.34)
The time average of the L°^-novm is done in the following way
( M l )  < J  \  . (3.35)
By a Holder-type inequality.
(3.36)
In order to handle the ^ ^ term we make use of the ladder
■^c^G\jn+i • (3.37)
Making the same manipulations done to obtain (3.13) we can see that to leading orders (3.37) 
becomes
Dividing by Jn and taking the time average we get
/  + (3-39)
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We now investigate the time average (^ Jn Un ^and we argue that it is bounded for any 
regular solution of our PDE. First we note that Jn is bounded as long as G i is bounded (this 
follows directly from the ladder). Thus the only problem in the evaluation of may
arise in the behaviour of the solutions of the equation which are close to zero.
We shall show in the Chapter 4 ( The rate o f decay for solutions in non-linear dissipative 
partial differential equations ) that by following the method of Ogawa and Taylor we can 
again prove that the solutions are bounded below by an exponential and so do remain 
bounded.
Therefore to leading orders we obtain:
^ " ( a )  (3.40)
Inserting (3.40) into (3.36) and doing some algebra we finally get for large values of n 
( M | , ) ^ c( | ) ^ ( g |> . (3.41)
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3.6 Length scales
In this section we shall investigate the length scales which appear in our flow. Following the 
reasoning expressed in the Introduction on the Length Scales, we again have,
r T \  dl'Zn
The above formula involves the Jn and thus the ladder. Thus we have been able to 'link' our 
definition of a set of length scales to the dynamics of the equation. Note that the quantity 
||w||^/Jo gives a natural lower bound for our inverse length scales l~  ^and it is frequently used
in real experiments, where it is loiown as the crest factor.
We now have to investigate the dynamics content of our length scales. First we note that
r J \  i/2«
(length)-' = f f j  , (3.43)
is a function of time so again we take time average. Now let us consider the ladder, 
we have
i f  - (3.44)
Dividing by Jn and taking the time average ( j„  U„ \  as vanishes we obtain/r^v '
\  U nJf j  • (3-45)
Applying Holder's inequality the final result reads
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We have obtained a set of ladder inequalities for equation (3.1), and we have been able to
use these inequalities to prove regularity of solutions in one and two spatial dimensions for 
the case q =  \ (which is the case studied in [25] ). Qualitatively we have found that large 
values of a  or Ô give large length scales, whilst large values of y or A will give smaller length 
scales. This is what we expect in the following sense:
@ the parameter a  is the dissipative parameter and therefore when it is large it will smooth 
out the potential rich structure of the solutions,
® the parameter 5 plays the role of controlling the size (radius) of the absorbing ball of the 
solutions, and hence the larger it is the smaller the absorbing ball. Thus its overall effect 
will be that of constraining the solutions of the equation thereby reducing their spatial 
structure.
On the other hand, the parameters A and y work the opposite way:
® A is like an injection of energy into the system ( biologically it is proportional to the birth 
rate of the population),
® the parameter y multiplies one of the non-linear terms which is not of definite sign even 
for positive solutions. Therefore in general it increases the spatial structure of the 
solutions thus giving rise to smaller length scales.
Cohen and Murray [25 ] performed a linear stability analysis of the system (3.1) at its 
spatially uniform steady state solution u = ~  and determined when this steady state goes
linearly imstable. To recover their result we take as a measure of the length scale of the 
bifurcating solution the quantity -  (a/A) . This is precisely the inverse of the quantity
which is obtained when one applies our formula to exp±(z7ccJ*£:).
When a  is large eq. (3.2) yields, approximately
4a
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and therefore kc^  ~ . Hence our length scales definition yields in particular the
expected result, when applied to the particular solutions found in Cohen and Murray [25].
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Chapter 4: The rate of decay for solutions 
in non-linear dissipative partial differential 
equations.
4.1 Introduction
Dyer and Edmunds in their papers [13,14] based on the work done by Ogawa [15], showed
that the rate of decay of solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation is bounded below by an 
exponential. In these papers they showed that under the assumption that the oo-norm of Vu
was bounded and finite then a lower bound could be found for (^t/log | u( J) \ / d t  and hence
through integration that is bounded below by an exponential. This method can be
adapted to some other dissipative equations, to show that the rate of decay of the solutions of
the chosen equation is bounded below by an exponential.
As stated in the previous chapter it is necessary to show that the rate of decay of the solutions 
of the Kuramoto Sivashinsky equation and the equation for the generalised diffusion model 
are bounded below by an exponential to obtain the time average of the dissipative length 
scales which arises naturally from ladder methods.
In this chapter we will show that it is possible to prove that the rate of decay of the solutions 
of the Kuramoto Sivashinsky equation and the equation for the generalised diffusion model 
are bounded below by an exponential using the method outlined by Dyer and Edmunds in 
[13]. We shall also show that a similar result also holds true for Burgers equation, an 
equation which characteristic of both Kuramoto-Sivashinslcy equation and Navier-Stokes.
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For convenience we adopt the following notation:
(/(O, g(0) = j # ,  t)gix, t)dx (4.1)
(4.2)
x^ipcuxi.x-i, Xd)
where d  is the spatial dimension, and where the integrals are calculated on the set [0 ,Z]‘
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4.2 Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation
The equation is defined as before,
ut + vA^w + Aw + u.Vu = 0, (4 3)
where v is the dissipative parameter.
Unlike the Navier-Stokes equation the Kuramoto-Sivashinsl<y (K-S) equation contains a 
fourth-order term, but the two equations are similar, as the non-linear term is of the same 
structure. Hence the method used by Dyer and Edmunds can be applied to the K-S equation 
to get similar results. Through ladder methods we can show that the solutions of this equation 
have regularity and existence.
For w G Q suppose we have that 
n (0  =sup|Vw| < 00,M€Q (4.4)
where u is a solution of the K-S equation, u is periodic with period L > 0 in 
x~(x\ ,X2, ...,.x^)and d  is the number of spatial dimensions.
Then provided v>L^,L}~ {L!2IÏ)  ^ and we assume that |V^w(0)| < oo , there is a positive 
constant p depending only on II such that for all / > 0
f \
Iw(OI ^ |w(0)|exp —2vXf—p ‘ +'f p.-2!p (4.5)
where A. = (^V^w(0), V^w(0)^ |w(0)|  ^ and p  is a constant such that/? >2.
Proof
We initially assume that \u(t)\ ^ 0, but we can apply the proof outlined in the previous 
section to show that \u(t)\ ^ 0 for all / > 0.
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We now define
Nil = ti.Vu = —Ut -  vis}u -  Aw.
It can easily be seen that
.. =  _ Â ^2 (w , W f )  = -2|w(01 2 [(w, iVw) + V (u, W* w) + (w, V2w
By applying integration by parts and the periodic boundary conditions we have 
(w, w) = (v^w, w), and (w, V^w) = -(Vw, Vw),
therefore — = 21 u{i) \ ( -^(w, Nu) ~ v V ^  w, V ^  w) + (V w, V w)). (4.6)
However the final term on the r.h.s. (^2|w(0l"~ (^Vw, Vw)l is positive definite and 
-(w ,#w)|w(0|-^>-n^(r).
Therefore, -  -2v|w|-^(v^w, V^w) -  2H^(0.
Considering the r.h.s. term “ 2v|w|“ (^^V^w, V^wl. If we consider the quantity
\u\ 4 ddt
•(v^«,V^w)
Iwp
(4.7)
we have
|w| 4 ^dt |w|
- 2 ( v ‘‘a,M,) lap  + 2(a,M,)(v2K, V^i
2 v |V a |^ |a p - 2 |V ^ a |^ |a p + 2 ( V a ,m ) |a p - 2 v |v ^ a |^ |V ^  
+2|VmP I V^wI  ^-  2(u, A^ a)(a, V^a).
w
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By applying the Poincare inequality, we have
.V^h)
V
\u\‘ > 2 {y ~ L ^  |wp
Nu
2 V
w, V"^ w +
V / 2 ( v - p )
Hence provided v > 0,
\^A.' dt \u\- > 2 V
But = (Nu,Nu) -  Ju^(Vu)^dx. Therefore
dt
\ \u[
> - 1
2 1 V - Î 2)r - rn ^ (0 .
If we now integrate this we get
- (v ^ w (0 , V^w(o) |w(Or^ > -(^V^w(0), V^w(0)) |w(0)i"^
(4.8)
If we now substitute (4,8) into our formula for (d!dt)\og \u(t)\^, (4.7) we get
J lo g |w (O k  V
2
I 'n 2 (i> £ * -2 n 2 (o .
where X -  |v^w(0)| |w(0)|
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By applying Holder's inequality and assuming that II g  Z/(0, oo) for some p with 2 </? < oo 
we have
for some M, p > 2 and so we have 
dt
Integrating this gives
log la(OI > log |a(0)| -  2\/Xt -  , . {2  - 1 )
hence we have (4.5) as required, namely
lw(OI > lw(0)|exp '2vXt -  p
[ v - P )
2^-~2/p
Now let us consider our original assumption that |w(OI ^ 0 . We assume that 
there exists a to such that |w(?o)l = 0 then it is clearly true that the theorem holds for 
0 <  ^< ro by continuity it must also hold for t - t o  . However from our conclusions 
above, we have |w(^o)l ^  0 which contradicts our assumption. Therefore we have that 
|w(/)l ^ 0 for all  ^> 0 and our proof is concluded.
Hence we have shown that it is possible to prove that the rate of decay for solutions of the
Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation is bounded below by an exponential. Furthermore through a 
simple application of Poincare inequality we can see that if \u(/)\ is bounded below by an 
exponential then so is \V^u\. This is an important result for resolving the assumptions 
necessary for obtaining the time average of the dissipative length scale, using ladder
methods.
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As we showed in the introduction the estimate for the length scales which can be related to 
the ladders hinges on whether we can show that {ÈnlHn^ is bounded. Since
from the definition of the time average, we can see that this depended on the assumption that 
the rate of decay by the solutions is not faster than exponential. We have shown that the rate 
of the decay is not faster than the exponential and therefore this is no longer a problem and 
bounds can be found for the time average of the dissipative length scale. Furthermore the 
method, based on the work done by Dyer and Edmunds in their paper and by Ogawa can be 
extended to cover many dissipative partial differential equations.
4.3 Lower bound for the Generalised Diffusion Model
We define our equation as before,
lit = “ OtA^ w -  pAzf + + Xu -  biP', (4.9)
where u = u(x, and % g [0,L]^; d  is the number of spatial dimensions.
For w G Q we shall suppose that we have
0 (0 =  |wloo n (0 =  |Vw|oo <00, 'F (0=  |v2w |^<oo,
where w is a solution of the generalised diffusion model and we take our equation on periodic 
boundary conditions in d spatial dimensions, i.e. u(0, f) = u{L, /), Vr > 0 where L is the cell 
length. (Through ladder methods we can show that under the conditions for which the ladder 
is bounded then the quantities 0 (0 , fl(r), Y(r) and are also bounded and finite; however for 
clarity we shall simply assume that these quantities are bounded.)
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Then there is a positive constant M  such that for all  ^> 0
Iwp > |w(0)|^exp(^-2ax t - M(\ + , (4.10)
provided a  -  > 0, x = |v^w(0)|^|w(0)|“ ,^ = (L/2n)^and/?>l.
Proof.
Assuming that \u(t)\ ^ 0 let us define
m  =  Wf +  a V * w  4- w -  A,w.
We can clearly see that
<ilog|wp 1
= - 2 a \ u p { y t u ,  V ^ u )  +2P|ü|-2(V«, V u)  + 2X + 2 l u P ( u , N u ) .
The second and third terms on the right-hand side are positive definite and are therefore > 0 
We also know that
YV2(m2?+i^ = (2q + l)2qrP^-t(Vu)^ + (2q + l)yP^V^u.
Substituting this back into {u,Nu\ we have
(u,Nu) -  2q(2q + l ) y  J  u^^ÇVuf'dx +  ( 2 g  +  l ) y  J  u^ '^^^V^udx-  Ô J  u^dx,
= -(2g + l)y j w^ (^Vw)^ dk -  8 f (4.12)
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz and Young inequalities on the first term of the r.h.s., we have 
(u,Nu) > j  u^ ~^^ dx -  J  u^(f^uŸdx -  8  J  u^dx.
Hence
- -<P+ -  (2? + i)yiv«ll - 8ki,Iwr
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Therefore,
> -2a |w |-^ \ P u ^ - ( p i +  - {2q + -3 0 (0 . (4.13)
Looking at the first term, -2a|w |  ^| V^w
\u\ 4Adt
2\-\V^u\
i"i^ /
M
\u\‘. ( -2 (v “w,«,) |«p  + 2 | V2a|^(a,a,))
= 2 a (v ‘'u, V‘*«) |m|^  - 2 p( v 3w, V^m)  |up - 2 A,(v «^, V^w)  |wp 
- 2 { y \ N i ^  |«P - 2 a | V^m]^ I V^m]^ + 2p |V ^m ]V «P
+2%|wp|vZ«|^ + 2|V^w|^(w.m)
The X terms cancel out and by Poincare we have -|V ^w |^ > 2^ | V^w |  ^ where -  (L!2ny 
hence
\u\ ^Â.dt >  2 ( a -  pZ.2)  I V ‘‘« | V P  - 2 ( v ‘*«,AfM) | « P  
-2 (a -p f^ ] |V ^ w |^ |v ^ w |^
- 2 p Î 2 1 V2«|  ^+ 2P I V2«|  ^I V up + 2(w, V ‘*m) (m, JVw).
Using Poincare again the two p terms cancel out and by rearranging the variables we have
 ^ 2 ( a - p i ^ )
— r-  --------- 4 |jV«P|«|dA \u\^ ?>p) ( a - p f : )
— 2^ot — pZ,^^
\2
u,V*u Nil
( a - p î ^ )
+
2 ( a - p l ^ )
i(^a~ p i^ )
■{u,Nuy.
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Provided q > \  and a  -  > 0 we have
f  \ 2 \|V^u|
V. I“ i V2
> "7 ) y  \  . (4,14)2 ( a - p Î 2 )  l « P  
Now from the definition
l W w |  2  =  j  ( 2^ ( 2^  +  l ) y w 2 ^ “ H V w ) 2  +  ( 2 ^  +  l ) y w 2 9  v ^ w  -  ô w ^ )
= 4^(2g + l)^y2j w4?-i(Vw) Vx + 4^(2^ + l)^y^f u^^~\VufV^u dx 
~2b2q(2q + l ) y  J  u^ ’^^ ^iyufdx -  2b(2q +  l ) y  J  w 2 ? + 2 y 2 ^  ^
-\-Ç.q + l)^y^J  dx + 0^J  u'^ dx
But through integration by parts
J  u^^~^Ç Vtif'V^udx  =  J  u^^^~^^(Vu)^dx.
and
j  % , 2 9 + 2 y 2 w d x  =  -(2q + 2 ) J  u^^^^{VuŸdx
hence we have
—[NuŸ' ^  - — ( 2 i /  +  l ) ^ y ^ J  u^^~^{Vii)^dx  -  4 0 ( 2 ^  +  l ) y  J  w ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ( V w ) ^ c / x  
~(2q + J  dx -  0 ^  J
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz and Young inequalities to -\Nu\^ and substituting this into
(4.14) gives us
lw|4
_5(2g+l)^ C^4^_2(^  ^+ n“(<)) Si±lL^y2('©8?-40 + Y'*(ol
(x-PZ,2 4 ( a - p î '  ^
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-02(0. (4.15)
2 a pZ2)
Integrating this gives .
> 1v 2«(0 )|^|m(0 ) | - 2 ---------^ , ' ( 2 g + l ) V l l  f©*«-®(.s) + n*(s))<*3(^a-pZ,2j
- 8(2?+ 1)^ p  + n4(i>) ds -  . u ;  (©8?-4(0 + >p4(s)) ds
a - P i ^  4 (a -p z 2 ^  ^
So if we substitute this back into (4.13) we have
r f l o g | » P ^  _  ^2 ^  4. i ) y 0 4 M ( f )  -  ç . q  +  i)yn‘'(0 -  50(0
^ ^ ( 2 q + i ) Y f  (e*»-*(0+ n*(^>) *  -  P (0"»-2 (o+ n'*(i)) ds
-  ( a^ -  J3(^a
_ i ^ + l ) a  2j‘ ^  - - - 8 L  I '  Q2( )^ds.
2[a-pX ^j 2[ < x- ^P )
where x = | w(0) |  ^| w(0) | .
Following Ref.[13] we assume that 0 (0  e L^(0, oo) for somep  where n < p < o o  and hence
I ' 0""(s)rfs < ( I ' 0P‘’(Oa's) < Q "  0/"'(Ot&) < M '-" » .
for some constant M  A similar result holds true forll(0 and Y(0 hence we have
^ -2at -  Q.q + l>/0‘'î-'‘(O -  (2g + l)Tn‘>(0 -  50(0
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a
( a - p î ^ )
Integrating again gives us
loglwp > log|w(0)|^
a +M2(^)Y6 + M3(g)ô^)/^ (4.17)
( a - p î ^ )
Hence we have (4.10)
1 wp > Iw(0)I ^ exp (^-2ax; t -  M(1 + 
provided a  -  p2^ >0 ,M is a constant and p>\  as required.
)
Now let us consider our original assumption that |w(OI 9  ^0 . Following [13] we assume
that there exists a /q such that |w(^o)| = 0 then it is clearly true that the theorem holds for 
0 < t <  to and by continuity it must also hold for t = to . However from our conclusions we
have |w(ito)l ^  0 which contradicts our assumption. Therefore we have that |w(01 ^  0 for all
> 0 and our proof is concluded.
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f4.4 Burgers equation
Similar results can be obtained for the Burgers equation. For the Burgers equation, we have 
ut~vAu+u.Vu = 0 (4.18)
where v is the dissipative parameter.
As before if we set n (0  = sup | Vw| < oo
x e t l
where w is a solution of the Burgers equation and is periodic. Then we have
|w(r)|> I w(0)| I exp ( -^2vA.r -  |ii(l + (4.19)
Proof,
Initially we assume that |w(/)| ^ 0 and define Nu~u.Vu~ -ut + vV^w .So we have 
= _21u{i)\-\(u,Nu) + v(Vw,Vw)) > -2 n ^ (0 - 2v|u{i)|“^(Vw,Vw)
We have {dldi)(Vu, Vw) = - l{u t,  V^wj
If we use this in the calculation of |w |^~ _ we can use a method similar to th<d t\  \uy J
method used for the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation, but without resorting to Poincare 
inequality to obtain
\Ad(-(Vu,  Vz/)1 ^ 1
But from the definition we Icnow that -|Ww|^ > -\u\^Ii^(t) therefore we have 
Thus for any t> 0
-2v||«(/)|p|«(0r^ > -2vl|«(0)|pl«(0)r2 - 1' n \s)d s . (4.22)
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If we use (4.22) in {dldt)\og\u{t)\^ we get
rflog|»(/)£ ^ _ r  (4.23)
dt
where X -  ||w(0)|p|w(0)|"^
by following the same method as used in the previous section we have (4.19), namely 
|w(r)| > |w(0)|exp(^-2vXr- ja(l +
as required. For exactly the same reasons as in Section 2, |w(r)l ^  0 for t > 0.
Hence we have been able to show that the rate of decay of the solutions of the 
Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation, the Generalised Diffusion Model equation and Burgers can 
be bounded below by an exponential.
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Chapter 5: Conditions for Positivity of 
Solutions of a Class of Dissipative Partial 
Differential Equations.
5.1 Introduction
An important question in the study of the behaviour of solutions of dissipative partial 
differential equations is whether solutions with positive initial data remain positive at any 
later time. In dissipative equations such as reaction-diffusion equations where the highest 
order differential operator is the Laplacian, it is often possible to establish positivity of 
solutions using the maximum-principle. However when we have dissipative partial 
differential equations containing higher order differential operators than the Laplacian, the 
maximum principle does not apply and consequently proving positivity of solutions is a much 
more difficult problem.
In this chapter we first obtain ladder estimates for a class of semi-linear dissipative partial 
differential equations, through which we find conditions which ensure that solutions with 
positive initial data remain positive for all time. These results are of fundamental importance 
in many fields of applied mathematics, for example, in biological dynamics, where just like 
for the General diffusion model outlined in the previous chapter, the solutions of the 
equations modelling the systems under investigation must be positive for the model to have 
meaning.
We shall investigate a class of dissipative partial differential equations possessing a uniform 
steady state for which, under certain restrictions on the size of the positive initial datum, it
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can be proved that solutions do remain positive. The class of equations analysed below
naturally extend the result on positivity of solutions already established for the generalised
diffusion equation discussed earlier. The equation we study is the following:
Wf = -ot(-l)^A^w + 'yw- g >  0, (5.1)
where a  and y are positive parameters and ^ is a positive integer; w is a scalar valued 
function of (x, t) g [0,1]^ X |0 , co) with periodic boundary conditions, where d  denotes the 
number of spatial dimensions.
5.2 Ladder and Long term behaviour of the equation
As before we define a set of quantities in d  spatial dimensions as follows:
/»:=i|V"«|li = J(V"w)2rfï, 
where n is any positive integer and the integration is over the domain .Differentiating the Jf, 
with respect to time, inserting the time derivative into the equation we get after some
manipulation
^Jn ^ —(xJn+k + (5.2)
where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to time, \\®\\^  ^ is the supremum norm and as 
before c denotes any constant that depends on n and d  only. We shall refer to (5.2) as the 
ladder inequality. In order to find absorbing balls we must have control over the ||w||  ^ and 
also over the bottom rung of the ladder, which can be Hqox a higher norm depending on the 
number of spatial dimensions. In order to control the ||w||  ^of the solution we use the 
Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality obtaining:
d  2 n - d
■ (5.3)
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Also we know that (see Lemma 1)
T ^
Jn-q
where q < w. Therefore ior q we obtain
(5.4)
4
Substituting (5.4) and the interpolation for the (5.3), into the ladder we finally obtain:
l+ ê  , dq  {2n -d )q1++ c/» ""Jg . (5.5)
4
Hence, to leading order terms, a standard absorbing ball argument gives the time-asymptotic 
upper bound (denoted by an overbar):
2k+Ç2n-d)q 
- J  2 k -d q
^ c———— ; k > \ , n > \ , d q > 0 ,  (5.6)
2k—dq
Hence, if we show that the bottom rung Jq remains bounded for all time, then we also have 
all the Jn bounded.
Now it is easy to see that for the time-asymptotic upper bound of the bottom rung Jo we 
have
J o ^ V -  (5.7)
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Therefore for the J n  we have:
J  n  — C~Jr
2k+ (2n~d)q
2 k -d q
2n < C
2k+ÇLn-d)q 
Y (2 k -d q )q  
2n (5.8)
2k—dq 2 k -d q
where, as above k > l , n > \ , d q > 0 .
In order to control the ||w||  ^and thereby obtain regularity and global existence for our 
equation we again use the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality to obtain (5.3). Taking the time 
asymptotic bounds and using the estimates for 7»and /owe have :
f  2 à . '\  q 2 k -d q , 2/c — dq > 0. (5.9)
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5. 3 Positivity of Solutions
In this section we are going to show that solutions of our model with positive initial data 
remain positive, provided some restrictions on the size of the initial data are satisfied. The 
strategy is to consider solutions of our system which are close to its spatially and temporally 
uniform states. More precisely we consider the following perturbation about the uniform 
states of (5.1):
w(x, t) = Uc + v(x, 0 , (5.10)
where Uc denotes the uniform steady state given by Wg = . Therefore if the function
v(x, 0 is such that
(5.11)
it follows that the function win (5.10) will be a positive (more precisely a non-negative) 
function. Substituting (5.10) into (5.1) we obtain for v the equation:
vt ~ -a(-l)^A ^v + y(wc + v) -  |Wc + v|^^(wc + v). (5.12)
To keep the algebra simple, we assume that g is a positive integer. The generalisation to non 
integer q is straightforward but a little messier. When q is an integer we obtain for (5.12)
2-qVt = -a(-l)^A ^v + y(wc + v) -  2  q)ucv'^^~\uc + v).k=Q
Substituting wc = y^  ^ and doing some manipulations we obtain
2 q
Vt = - a ( - l ) ^ A * v -  s  c(k,q)
k= 0
k+ \ k
y  2q  y 2 q ~ k  y  2 q y 2 q ~ k + l (5.13)
In order to find the conditions which ensure that ||v|L = y^e we have to obtain an appropriate 
ladder for equation ( 5 . 1 3 )  and then to estimate the ||vm,such that |Iv||oo < y  2? is satisfied.
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We start by defining similar quantities to the Jn as follows;
Using the same strategy as we used for the Jn we obtain
\ k n  = -OH.
2 q - l
n+j !c=0
To handle the non-linear terms we use the same manipulations heavily employed in [4,5].
Essentially we expand the by using the Leibniz formula and then we use the Hôlder
and the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequalities as for the Jn ; the final result reads:
1 ; 2^ -1■Hn<-aHn+j + E  c(Jc,q,n)Hn
^ /c=0
(5.14)
In order to estimate the ||v|l^we again use interpolation inequalities namely
d  2 n~ d
(5.15)
As we are seeking conditions which ensure ||v||^ < ,we want to control the tenns which 
give the largest contribution to the value of l|v|l^. Therefore we shall take into account only 
the leading order terms of the inequality (5.14). Hence we can approximate it by
(5.16)
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d  2n~d
Using (5.4) for the Hn and j|v|loo -  cHn^HQ ” one can see that for the asymptotic behaviour of 
Hn we obtain
Hc
2j+ {2n-d)q
2J-dq
2n (5.17)
çj>2j-dq
Thus we have to obtain estimates for the bottom rung of the perturbed ladder, namely for 
//o = j v^dx.. Differentiating with respect to time and inserting for vt the right-hand side of 
(5.13) we get
2 q - \
Ho = - olH 7 - 2  c ( / c ,  g ) y  2?k=0
j  Y 2q Çy2q~/c+lJ + Çy2q~k+2^  ^
Again to leading orders in v we obtain
-  (2^ + l)y ^  j  oh: -  j  (v^ + 2  j  ^  Ig)
Applying a Holder inequality to (2q + l)y J dx and then a Young inequality we
obtain
2g + 2
(5.19)
Substituting into (5.18) and neglecting the negative definite term - olHj we finally obtain for
Ho
Ho <{2q + l Ÿ y ^ . (5.20)
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Using (5.17) and (5.20) we obtain for the Hn
2 p { 2 n -d )q
H„<.P  ^  . (5.21)
a
To evaluate (5.15) we use (5.21) and (5.20) obtaining
l+_±9 2J~dqâ . J L
cx y~d^
IMIi < 4 - ^ .  (5.22)
For positivity of solutions we need ||v||^ <y^.  and this will be true if
Y 9 2j~dq ]_c — <y^.
Therefore the final result for having positivity of solutions reads:
a>cy .  (5.23)
The above result has to be interpreted as follows, positive initial condition satisfying the 
restrictions (5.20) and (5.21) gives rise to a solution which, after initial transients have died 
out, will remain positive thereafter.
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Remaries:
The set of equations given in (5.1) can be readily generalised to the following:
k - \  . k - \Ut -  -a /c(-l) + 2  ay (-iy  A-^  w + yw -  2  AM w, g>  0y=i 1=0
Another equation where the analysis can also be entirely performed is the Cahn-Hilliard
equation, namely [12]
Ut = -vA^w + Afiu), V > 0,
where/is a polynomial of order 2 p-l
2/7-1 
/(w)= 2  ctjiA y=i
and the positive integer p > 2  and the leading coefficient «2/7-1 > 0 .
This method of proving positivity of solutions can be applied to many different partial 
differential equations. In the next chapter we shall extend these results for a 
reaction-diffusion system with a non-linear diffusion term.
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Chapter 6: On the Problem of Positivity of 
Solutions for Dissipative Partial Differential 
Equations with Non-linear Diffusion
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we shall prove positivity of solutions for the following semilinear partial 
differential equation
u^  = -aA^w -A u  + A(u^) + u(l-u^).
This equation represents a generalised model of the so called porous medium equation [26]. It 
is a combination of several equations investigated by various authors [27,28,29]. The equation 
arises in a variety of meaningful physical situations including gas flows, diffusion of an 
electron-ion plasma and the dynamics of biological populations whose mobility is density 
dependent. In all these situations the solutions of the equation must be positive functions if 
this is to be a realistic model..
For this class of equations we shall prove under a certain condition that solutions are 
eventually (asymptotically) positive. As before we shall only establishes asymptotic positivity 
of solutions of our equation. Nevertheless achieving such a partial result constitutes progress 
in an equation where maximum principles are not available.
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6.2 Ladder and Long term behaviour of the equation.
The class of equations which we shall study naturally extend the result on (asymptotic) 
positivity of solutions already established for a the class of equations studied in the previous 
chapter,(see also [9,10]).
We shall consider the class of equations
Uf = - aA^w -Au + A(u^) + u(l-u^), (6.1)
where a  is a positive parameter, w is a scalar valued function of (x, t). The equation (6.1) 
defines a particular reaction-diffusion system, where the A(w^) term is the non-linear 
diffusion and the w(l -  w^)tenn is the reaction.
For the above equation we shall use periodic boundary conditions on the spatial domain 
n  = [0,l].
We define a set of quantities as follows:
Ko  : =  M \\ = j u ^ d x ,  K i  := I I V w l l^  =  J  ( V a ) ^  dx, (6.2)
where the integration is over the spatial domain Q = [0,1].
We loiow from the work done in other chapters that in one spatial dimension it is sufficient 
to have control on the K\ nonn in order to be able to control the (essentially the superior 
norm) of the solutions, thereby giving a-priori estimates on any solution of our model. We 
begin with the analysis of Kq.
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We first differentiate it with respect to time and we then insert the right hand side of (6.1) 
obtaining,
\ k o  = - a K 2  + Ki + 6\(i?Q7uŸ)dx + ^ \(ii^ M )d x + K ü -\u ‘*dx, (6.3)
where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to time. The - 0X 2 and the K\ tenns have 
been obtained by integration by parts (notice that the integrated terms vanish on periodic
boundary conditions).
Now we make some transformation of some of the terms in (6.3): we interpolate the second 
term on the right-hand side of (6.3) to get
K i < K ^ K ] l ^  <^i<xK2 + % ,
we integrate the fourth term by parts and we add the result to the third term to get 
-3 J( u^ u%)d%, we also notice that - J dx< -  ^ Q.Therefore (6.3) becomes
iiTo ^ -  f + (1 + - k I. (6.4)
By ignoring the - ^ ^ 2  term and by using an absorbing ball argument we finally obtain that 
the long time asymptotic behaviour (denoted here and throughout by an overbar) of Kq is 
given by
As we are looking for regularity for the solutions of our model we need to have estimates on 
the K\  seminorm. Similarly, differentiating it with respect to time and inserting the right 
hand side of (6.1) we obtain
iTl = -  ATs + ^ 2  + 6 j VwV(«(V«) )^(& + 3 j  V»V(»^Aw)(6 +A:i -  j  V»V(w )^ck (6.6)
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Computing the various derivatives one can see that (6.6) can be cast into 
\ k i =  -  a K i +K2 +6 j (Vu)*&  + 181 u(Vu)^Audx
K i-3 \u ^ (y u fd x .  (6.7)
An integration by parts on the 18 J w(Vw)  ^Aw dx term shows that
6 J(Vw)^ + 18 J w(Vw)2 Aw^ A: = 0.
Therefore (6.7) becomes
= -  aK2+K2+'i\u^VuV^udx-¥ K i - 3 \ u H V u Ÿ d x .  (6.8)
An integration by parts on the 3 Ju^VuV^u dx and then a Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
followed by Young inequality shows that this term can be cast into
We now interpolate it by using the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality to obtain 
3 J (Sti)^dx < ; now split the result by using the Young inequality
3 |( v « ) V ^ < |^ : 3  + ^ r f .
Thus (6.8) becomes
- a . K 2 - ^ K 2 + K i +  (6.9)
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By using Ki  <Kg^ we arrive at,
k k i  <. -  ^ K 3 + ( l + - ^ ) K i  • (6.10)
Finally by using an absorbing ball argument one can see that to leading orders the long time 
asymptotic behaviour of K i is given by
—  k IKi < c —r. (6.11)
By using the estimate we found in (6.5) for Kq we have
Using the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality for the lIulU :=supxe[o,i] lu(x)l nonn of the
solution, namely llull^  Kj Kq we can see that the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of 
our model obeys the estimates
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6.3 Positivity of Solutions
In this section we are going to show that solutions of our model, with appropriate initial data, 
will eventually be positive (positive for all t exceeding some finite value). Our strategy first 
involves centering the equation on the uniform steady state solution w= 1 and then showing 
that for all t sufficiently large solutions of the transformed equation are bounded (in absolute 
value) by unity. We therefore introduce v(.x, t), defined by
w(x, 0 = 1 +  v(%, 0  » (6.13)
where u satisfies (6.1). If the function v(jc, 0 satisfies llvlL < 1 then clearly w is a 
non-negative function. Substituting (6.13) into (6.1) we obtain for v the equation
Vf = -a A ^ v -A v  +6(Vv)^+ 6v(Vv)^+ 3v^Av + 6vA v-2v-3v^  -  (6.14)
We need to find conditions which will ensure that lIvlU ^ l.This is sufficient to ensure 
asymptotic positivity. Our strategy is to first obtain appropriate estimates for equation (6.14), 
and then to use these estimate to compute llvIL such that llvIL 1 is satisfied. We start by 
defining quantities similar to the K q and ATi, namely
%  := llvll^  = J v2 dx. Hi := IIVvll^  = |  (Vv)^ dx, (6.15)
where, as above, the integration is over the spatial domain Q:=[0,1] .Using the same strategy 
previously applied to Kq and , we obtain
^ /7o = J a  A^v -  Av + 6(Vv)^ + 6v(Vv)^ + 3v^Av + 6vAv — 2 v -  3v^ -  ]  dx.
(6.16)
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Performing the same manipulations as used above we finally obtain
-a .H 2+H i~2H o-3 \v '^  d x - \v * d x .  (6.17)
By using H\ ST/j by splitting appropriately the -3  Jv^ ah: term we arrive at
i i f o  < =Y^2  2)Ho -  ^  + | / /o .  (6.18)
By ignoring the -~.fir2 and by using an absorbing ball argument we finally obtain
77^ < (6.19)
In order to control the llvIL of our perturbed equation (6.14) we need to have control on the 
Hi norm as well. The evolution equation for H\ is given by
^Hi < -aH3+2H2-~2Hi~6lv(^vŸdx~-3jv^(VvŸcix+\sj(VvŸAvdx
+6 J  (Vv)'  ^cA + 18 J  v(Vv)^Avwh' +  3 J  v^iS/v^V^vdx + 6 J  vVvV^vdx.
(6.20)
Doing some manipulations (6.20) can be transformed into
< - a H 3 + 2H2 -  2/7i -  6 1 v(Vv)^ rfx -  3 1 v^(Vv)2 dx + 3 i y + 6lWI«,7/2.
(6.21)
Applying Young's inequality to the 3 v/s obtain
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Now we use a  Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality on the IIwill < cH\hI  . The same tricks can 
be applied to the 6llwlloo7^ 2 term, and after few more algebraic manipulations we arrive at
i / 7 ,  < - [ ^ ) H 3 - H i - ' i \ v H V v Ÿ dx + %H\Ho. (6.22)
Thus to leading orders one can see that the long time asymptotic behaviour of H\ is given by
—  HiH\ < c — . (6.23)
Using the estimate (6.19) we finally obtain
(6.24)
where a  > 2. To evaluate llvlU we use Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality:
l l v l L < c  i / f  H^
1 J.
By using (6.19) and (6.24) the estimate for llvIL reads
(6.26)
Therefore, if a  is large enough one can see that the inequality
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llvL < i  1. (6.26)
is easily satisfied. The restriction (6.26) ensures time-asymptotic positivity for the solution 
of our model. In fact from u{x, /) = 1 + v(x, f) and from (6.26) for large a  it follows u(x, t) > 0 
asymptotically in time.
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Chapter 7: Weighted Norms
7.1 Introduction
A tight bound on the bottom rung of the ladder is fundamental if we are to find meaningful 
and useful results through the ladder. It is this bound which will be used to bound all the 
functionals within the ladder. Thus the sharper we can make this bound the better upper
bounds we can find for the time-asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of the equation we are 
studying. In [23] it was shown that using weighted ZT -norms it was possible to derive 
sharper upper bounds on the bottom rung of the ladder for the complex Ginzburg-Laudau 
equation.
We shall apply weighted norms to the Generalised Diffusion Model equation to try and 
obtain tighter bounds for G i, the bottom rung of this equation for d q < 2  .
Firstly let us redefine our equation as
wr = -aA^w-Aw + +  Xw-w|w| (7.1)
where Aw^^^ = (2q + l)2^w^^“^(Vw)  ^+ Ç.q + l)w^^Aw.
We shall introduce the weighted functionals,
Kp=\p\u\'^l‘dx, (7.2)
H „=\p \V”v\'^dx, (7.3)
where the weight function p is such that J p ak = p / < oo and|Vp| = Ep .Using the decaying 
weight p we are able to screen effects that are distant, such that their influence on nearby 
points can be estimated properly.
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7.2 The bottom rung of the ladder for the Generalised Diffusion Equation.
We now find the ladder for ATi
j A T  1 =  I  p  uut dx
= J p w(^-aA^w-Aw + (2^+ l)2^w^^”^(Vw)  ^+(2^+  l)w^^Aw + Iw -  w| wQ (A
= XK\ - K 312 - a  jpwA^wd x - ^ pwAwdx +  (2q  +  1)2^ Jpw^^(Vw)^ dx
+(2g +  1 ) J  pw^ ^+ ^  Aw dx  (7.4)
The non-linear term
Let us consider the last term of (7.4), (2q  +  1 ) J  pw^ ^+^ Aw dx.  If we Integrating by parts this 
term we have,
(2q  +  1 ) J  pw^ ^^^Aw dx  =  ~(2q  +  1 ) J  (Vp)w^ '^*'^  Vw dx
~(2q  + 1)^J pw2?(Vw) Vx. (7.5)
The first term of (7.5) is,
-(2^ + 1 ) J  (Vp)w^^‘*‘^  Vw dx  =  ( Iq  +  1 ) J  w^(^V^pj + Vp(2g + l)w^^Vwj dx.
Hence we have
- ( 2q  +  1 ) J  ( V p ) w ^ ^ ^ ^ V w  dx ~  J  ( v ^ p )  u^^'^^dx
= (7-6)
Therefore substituting (7.6) into (7.5) we have
(2q + 1)| pM^«+'Aw dx = — -  (2? + 1)^| pu'^iSufdx.
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If we now substitute (7.6) back into our ladder (7.4) we have,
^ k \  = X K i ~ K 3/2 -  a  J  d x - ^  puAu dx
-(2q + 1)J pu^iVuŸdx + • (7.7)
Let us now consider the second to last tenn of (7.7), namely-(2^ + 1 ) J  pu^^iVuŸdx; from the 
definition of Poincaré inequality we have
I  pw2?+2 £  l 2|  (v (p L « + ‘ dx, 
which expanded gives us,
S  L ^ l  ( i p " î ( V p ) M ? + l  + (g+  l ) p 2  u lV u j  dx
= L ? \ i p - ‘(Vp)^w2?+2 + + l)2p„2?(y„)2 + l)(Vp)a2«+lVmdx ; (7.8)
looking at the last term of (7.8) one can see that,
L \ q  + 1)J (Vp)m2?+i Vm dx = - L \ q  + 1)| « ((v ^p ) »2,+l + (2 ^ + l)(Vp)a2î V«)(ic
Substituting (7.9) back into (7.8) we have,
I  pu^^^dx < ^ ^ , + 1  -  + (g+  i fL ^ j  pu^iVufdx.  (7.10)
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Rearranging this equation we have an inequality involving the second to last term of (7.7) 
namely,
(  p ,
^ Kq+\ ( \ g2'^
We substitute this back into our ladder (7.7) to obtain,
^ÀTî < XK\ -  K312 ”  a  f puA^u d x - l  pwAw dx
a , ' » . ' » . '  ............
The dissipative term
Now let us consider - a  J  pwA^ w dx,
- a  J  pwA^ w Jx = a  J  w((Vp)w + pVu)dx
~ - a  J  V^w(^(^V^p)w +  2VpVw +  pV^w^c/x
= - a  J  p(^V^w  ^ (7x -  a  J  (^V^p  ^uV^u <7x -  2a J  VpVwV^w dx.
(7.12)
Looking at the last term in (7.12) gives us
-2 a  J  VpVwV^w Jx =  2a J  Vw(^V^pVw + VpV^ w^ wCv
= a\v^p(f/uŸdx
= ae^ZZi (7.13)
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The middle term of (7.12) gives us
- a  I  (v ^ p ) uV'^u dx = a \  V w ([v3p)w  + V^pVw)ok,
but
Therefore,
a  J* uVu dx -  J
- a  I  (v ^ p ) uV^u dx = ae^Hi -  . (7.14)
So substituting (7.13) and (7.14) back into our inequality for the a  term (7.12) we have, 
- a  J  pwA^  u d x -  -a H 2 + 2a&^H\ -  \ . (7.15)
Deriving the ladder
Using similar algebraic manipulation on the third term in the ladder (7.11) we have
- ^ p u A u d x ~ H \ - ^ K \  . (7.16)
Hence if we substitute (7.16) and (7.15) back into our ladder (7.11) we have,
|ÀTi < %Ki -  K i a  -  oci?2 + (2ae2 + l)/7, -  ^ K i  -  ^ K x
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To be able to close the ladder we have to find the higher order norms in terms of AT i . To do 
this we resort to an adapted version of the inequality which is proved in Lemma 1. We know
that Z/i = J p(Vw)^  = - J u{vpVu + pV^wj and we have - J  wVpVw = ^ATi , and therefore we
have through application of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
Therefore,
/ N e^(2as^ + l )  / X JL 1
(2oG^ + \)Hx < --------  ATi + [2as2 + 1 )K \ h I . (7.18)
Applying Young's inequality to the second term on the right-hand side of (7.18) we obtain,
/  \  s^f2as^ + l l  f2as^ + l l
(2otE2 + l J / 7 i <    K i +  —------K x+^H2.  (7.19)
Substituting this back into our ladder gives
5 X K ,-X m  - 1 //2  + ,
We now have to find H2 in terms of ATi .To do this we return to Poincaré's inequality.
We have
dx,
( l A ^ ........= 2(Vp)w + p2Vwj dx,
< - i ^ K i + L ^ H x .
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So we have
L <77,. (7,21)
We also have from Poincare's inequality 
\ p u ^ d x < L * \ { v ' ^ [ f t f j d x
= 7,‘^ j(v(ip-2(Vp)M  + p 2 V a lj dx
= L*  ^( - i p ' t ( y p f u  + p'2 VpVw + ip"?(v^p) a + p2 dx
< L * [ ^ K i - f H i + H 2 )  (7.22)
Combining this with (7.21) we have
_J 1 r  1 .
+ (7.23)
then substituting (7,23) back into the ladder we obtain 
^ k i  < XKx -  K ,  -  + ^ y+ —
. + 7 7 4 T : - v V g ^ l  (724)2 (g+ 1) \L^(q + 1) 4(q +1) 2
The last term is negative provided A t > s^(l + 2q)
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We Icnow that through Holders inequality.
J p a 2 < Q p |„ |3 )3 ( jp )3  ^
2 i  -3 _ 3hence Ki<K^^pj giving —  < ATg/z,2 vP/ )
and similarly
J pW^ < ( j pw^9+2  ^ p;^^ ,
1 9
soATi <A:^+Jp/'"^  giving I Pi
(7.25)
(7.26)
Substituting (7.25) and (7.26) back into the ladder gives us 
aKife^  i V  (2as2 + l)(382  + i )
4rA:i (2g + l) 1 + /C
Ç+1
Pi(q + 1) \L^{q + 1) 4(q +1) 2 J
Dividing (7.27) by K i and we have our completed ladder for ATi,
(7.27)
<7. “2 T r ^ ~ 2 V 4 ^ j 2 j
fs^  , 1 V  I ( 60(6*^ +46^+ s )  (2q + l ) f  1 2e^g+l
(^+ 1)
4
Pi Pi
(7.28)
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Therefore to leading terms we have
ATi< ^PlL\q + 1)'(2q+\){A-L^(2s'^q^\)')
' I  OC t o  , 1 I ,f ^2  J ( s o t s ' * + 4 6 ^ + ^ )
Ki<c{pi,L,q) A -c a  +
+ 4s^ +
(7.29)
From [23 ] we have,
J  \u\Pdx < c( l  + s ^ )  J  p\u\Pdx.
So we can connect the weighted norm to the ladder we have for the Generalised Diffusion 
Equations:
G i < c [ \ + e ‘>')Ki.
Let us take a closer look at the bounds we found for the Generalised Diffusion equation and 
see if using the weighted bottom rung gives us tighter bounds.
We originally found the bound for the norm as
||w||  ^< Gi+ lower order terms.
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If we now substitute our new bottom rung (7.29) for the bottom rung found in the 
Generalised Diffusion Equation we have
+ 4c^ + “
X — CGC +
which is smaller than the original upper bound found using unweighted norms. Hence we 
have shown that by using weighted norms we can get tighter bounds on the ladder.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion
In this thesis we have investigated the use of Ladder Methods to obtain useful estimates for 
dissipative partial differential equations. We have investigated some problems and issues 
arising from Ladder Methods. For example our work on the rate of decay of solutions of 
dissipative PDEs removes some of the assumptions, which have been necessary in the past, 
when finding the dissipative length scale arising naturally from the ladder.
As an illustration of the application of Ladder Methods, we have derived a ladder for the 
Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation in one spatial dimension (Chapter 2). By proving the 
existence of the ladder and finding an upper bound for its bottom rung, we have proven 
regularity and shown that the equation is well posed. In addition we have been able to derive 
the time asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of the equation.
The estimates we have found rely on the sharpness of the bottom rung of the ladder. The 
bottom rung has bounded decay provided v>L^.  Hence for L sufficiently small the long time
behaviour of the solutions of the system is bounded. However the use of the Poincaré 
inequality makes the lower bound for J q (the bottom rung of the ladder ) imsharp and a 
sharper and possibly more interesting exercise would be to look at the J i  and J q inequalities
as a system of differential inequalities. The main stumbling block in attempting to solve this 
system of inequalities was found to be the fact that this is a system of partial differential 
inequalities and the theory for solving these is not nearly as well established as the theory for 
solving equalities.
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In addition, an upper bound has been found for the time average of the Dissipative Length 
Scale of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation, hence we have an estimate for the smallest 
spatial structure in the solutions of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation.
The ladder has not been extend to d  dimensions as the mathematical theory of the initial- 
value problem of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation is not complete in space dimension
n >2.
In Chapter 3 we have obtained a ladder for a Generalised Diffusion Model. The Model 
represents the population density of a single animal species u with a more generalised 
diffusive mechanism than Fickian diffusion. Again, by proving the existence of this ladder 
and finding bounds on the bottom rung of the ladder we have proven that the equation is 
well posed (in the case ^=<A=1).
We have then considered the long term behaviour of its solutions. This depends on the long
term behaviour of the Jn norms which in turn depend on the long term behaviour of the
bottom rungs of the ladder. Hence we need estimates for the bottom rung Gp where
p>dq!2. In the case dq <2  the bottom rung is G i , however if d q > 2  then we need a higher 
Gp.
To find the bottom rung of the ladder, Gp, it is necessary to prove positivity of solutions. 
Positivity of solutions is especially important in this case as the model is trying to capture
population dynamics and therefore the solutions must be positive. However here we prove it 
for d=p=^q=l only. We have shown that provided a > c X  then the solutions with positive 
initial data are (at least) asymptotically positive in time.
From this we have a time-asymptotic bound on the L°°-norm and therefore we have 
regularity. We have also calculated temporal averages of the dissipative length scales.
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Results for dq>2  and general Gp have been calculated and can be found in Appendix C. 
Unfortunately it has not been possible to prove the positivity of solutions for d q> 2  and so 
we have not been able to establish fully the bound for the bottom rung Gp which is required 
for higher d  and q. However assuming that the positivity of solutions is true for higher d  and
q, results similar to those outlined in Chapter 3 can be found and this is discussed in full in 
the Appendices,
One of the problems arising from Ladder Methods is deriving the time average of the 
dissipative length scale. In previous derivations of the dissipative length scales it has been 
necessary to assume that the solutions of the equation are bounded below by an exponential ( 
See Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 for more details). We have tackled this problem in Chapter 4, 
where we have shown that by applying the method used by Dyer and Edmunds [13,14] it is 
possible to demonstrate that the solutions of certain dissipative partial differential equations 
can be bounded below by an exponential. Specifically we have shown that the Kuramoto- 
Sivashinsky equation, the Generalised Diffusion Model equation and Burgers equation can be 
bounded below by an exponential. This method can be extended to many other dissipative 
Partial Differential equations and it is an important step in removing some of the assumptions 
necessary in deriving estimates of the dissipative length scales.
In Chapter 5 we were able to establish positivity of solutions for a class of dissipative partial 
differential equations with linear diffusion. This class of semi-linear dissipative partial 
differential equations is defined as
ut -  -a(-l)^A^w + yw-  ^ > 0,
where a  and y are positive parameters. The class of equations analysed naturally extends the 
results on positivity of solutions already established for the generalised diffusion equation in
Chapter 3. We have been able to show that if our initial conditions are positive and satisfy
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certain restrictions then the solutions of the equation, after initial transients have died out, 
will remain positive for all time. Although we have only established asymptotic positivity of 
solutions of our class of equation, this is still an important result, and constitutes progress for 
equations where maximum principles are not available. We have also extended our results to 
prove asymptotic positivity of solutions of a dissipative partial differential equation with 
non-linear diffusion.
In an attempt to improve the tightness of the bound on the bottom rung we have looked at the 
possibility of using weighted norms. In Chapter 7 we have found a sharper bound for the 
bottom rung of the Generalised Diffusion Model equation through using a weighted norm. It 
appears that for certain dissipative PDEs using weighted norms can be useful in establishing 
sharper results.
8.1 Future Work
It seems that we have been able to achieve some new and interesting results by using the set 
of functionals which form the ladder. However some important questions have been left 
unanswered.
As we have seen the tightness of the bound for the bottom rung is of vital importance for the 
ladder. A closer look at ways of calculating this bound would improve on this method. Mieke 
in reference [23] showed that through application of weighted norms it was possible to find a 
tighter bottom rung of the CGL equation. Extending this work to other appropriate PDEs may 
help us to find sharper results. We could also consider solving the bottom rungs of the ladder 
as a system of inequalities in an attempt to make full use of the dissipative terms.
Through our work we have been able to establish time asymptotic positivity of solutions in 
certain PDEs. However for the GDM we have only been able to establish positivity for
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d=q=p=l. Hence it has not been possible to establish fully the bound for the bottom rung of 
the GDM when dq> 2. It is important that we establish this so we can extend our ladder to 
all spatial dimensions.
We have also been able to establish only time-asymptotic positivity of solutions. Extending 
these results to show positivity of all solutions for all time would be of fundamental 
importance to many fields of mathematics.
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Appendix A: Additional Bounds for 
Kuramoto Sivashinsky Ladder
A.I. Bound for the supremum norm of u
Applying Gagliardo and Nirenberg inequality to ||w|j to get it in tenns of Hn and Hq we have
||aL<c||V"«||f||«|li"",
where
i k - i )
Rearranging this we have
« = ^  (provided n > ~ \
which when substituted back into the inequality and squaring both sides gives us
ê
d  2 n -d
A.2. Bound for the supremum norm of the spatial derivative of u.
Applying Gagliardo and Nirenberg inequality to ||Vwtloo to get it in terms of Hn and Hq we 
have
||Vm| „ < c||V"m|I2M2"'.
where
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Rearranging the equality gives a -  (provided ^  < 1 => « > — and > 0 ).
So we have
2+J I n —l —d||v«iL<c||V'’«||/"M ^ .
Replacing M j by Ho and ||V"« ||2  by Hn we have
2+d 2 n - 2 - d
Jo*” .
A.3. Bound for the time average of the supremum norm of the spatial 
derivative of u
From above we have
If we take time averages of both sides we have
i  i  1 1This can be split up using (fg) < {fP)P (g^> ^  where ^ + ■^ = 1 (see Time Averages). 
In this case we will take ^  and -  = . We now have
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2 \  /  4 \  ¥
but d=l therefore we have
< | |V « L ) < c / ( j j  W / ,( J nŸ ” Y /  A0
A.4. Bound for higher derivatives of the supremum norm of u.
Applying Gagliardo and Nirenberg inequality to ||v^w||^ to get it in terms of Jn and Jj we 
have
where j < k < n  and
Rearranging the equality gives a = — ■ —2(«-y)
(provided ^  < \ ^ n >  —4;—  and d > 0).
Squaring both sides and replacing ||v/w||^ by 7/ and ||V^w||2 by/« we have
d+ l{k  ~j) 2 { n -k ) - d
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Appendix B: Estimates for the long term 
behaviour of the bottom rungs of the 
positivity ladder for the GDM
In this appendix we derive the estimates for and Hi. We start by considering the quantity 
From the definitions we have
~Hq =  J  vvt dx,
= (from the p.d.e. we derived for v)
= - a  I  vV'^v dx - P J  vV^ dx + J  v(Vv)^ dx + 6y J  v^(Vv)^ dx 
+ 3y J  v^V^v dx J  V^v dx + |  vV^v dx
+ X  j  d x + ^  J v d x  d x  - 5 j v | v  +  ^ d x
However
! v |  < V + l + k8 5
giving
V + X < —lyI -j-
Hence we have, thiough integiation by parts and applying the above inequality 
\Hq < -a H 2 + p //i + ^  I  v(Vv)2 dx+ 6y |  v^(Vv)^ dx + 3y j  V^v dx
+ J v ^ V ^ v d x - H \ + 3 x j  Ivp dx 
+ 2 ^ 1  |v| d x - Ô Jv^|v| dx.
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By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
J  | v |  d x <  Q  | v p  d x ]  Q  1 ^  d x ]  < (B.l)
and
(B.2)
Integration by parts shows that
- 2  J  v(Vv)^ d x  =  I  V^v d x ,
and
I  v ^ V ^ v  d x  =  “ 3  J  v ^ ( V v ) ^  d x .
(B.3)
(B.4)
Hence
1 ; 2c%?- 1/22 %  < -0/^2 + + ^ ^ 0
~ f v(Vv)^ d x  + ( 6 y  -  9 y ) J  v^(Vv)^ d x  -  ô J |vp d x .
< —a / /  2 + P ^ i — 1 + 3XHq + 3XHq
J  b ! ! V v l ^ d x - 3 y  j  v ^ ( V v ) ^ d x - 6 c / / o
However
6yX I  |v||Vvbdx = K^yiyvVv\ JëÿXÔ\
< 3y J  v^(Vv)^ dx + .
>
Vv dx
J
-Hi
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Thus j
\ k a  < -o H i + +3XHi + 3XHo + .
Applying the fact that 
Hi < H f H f ,
(M I X '"
we finally obtain
\H o < - | / / 2  + ^ ^ 0  + 3kHa + (B.5)
We now consider bounds for the time asymptotic behaviour of Hq. Ignoring H2, we have
which gives us. to leading orders
Hence
H q < c L.60CÔ Ô J
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We will now perform similar calculations for H\. Take
= j |Vvp dx.
Using the same method as before 
r^ l= J V v V v ,d x
=  J  VvV(-aV‘* -  p y 2  +  6 t ( v  +  | )  X  (Vv)^
+3y(v + V^v+ A,(v + - s ( v  + 'g) I ' '  + ^  )dx ,
<  - a H i  +  p %  +  6 y j (Vv)‘‘ dx + 18y J  v(Vv)^V^v dx 
+ — J (Vv)^V^v dx +3y J  v^VvV^v dx + ~ ^  J vVvV^v dx
+ ^ ^ |V v V 3 v d x  +W /i + 2 S J |v ||V vpdx + 23 .| |Vvp dx.
We have
J  ( V v ) 2 V ^ v  d x  =  J  i v [ ( V v ) 3  ]  d x  =  0 ,
and
J v(Vv)^V^v dx = i  I  vv(^(Vv)^] dx = —J  J (Vv)"^dx.
Hence
\ k i  < -oH i  + p / /2  + 3y J  v2VvV^V dx + ^  I vVvV^v dx 
- ^ 4 ^ / /2  + 2S f |v| I Vvp dx + 3Ai/i.
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Applying Cauchy-Schwarz and Young's inequality gives
M I  vVvV^v dx = J VVvV^V j  (y^&yVvV\ )  dx
< + 3y j  v^VvV^ V dx,
hence
< - 0 / / 3  +  P %  +  6 y  j V v V ^  d x - ^ ^ ^ 2  + 2 S j  | v | | V ^ |  d x  +  3 À / / |
If we also take
I  v ^ V v V ^ v  d x  =  I  v ( v 2 V v V 2 v )  -  2v(VvfV^v -  v ^ ( v ^ v )  d x ,
and
J v(Vv)^V^v dx = J V—- j" " --dx = j (Vv)^dx,
we have
6y J VvV^v dx = 4y j  (Vv)"^dx -  6y J v^^V^v] dx.
We can also apply Cauchy-Schwarz and Young's inequality to the g term to get
26 J |v ||Vvp dx = J ~ ^ lv |j(^ ,y 2 ay  iV vp]dx
-  J  l’'i^dxj Q 2ay|Vv|"dx)
< ^ H o  + aYllVvlll
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So again, to leading orders we have
1/^1 g - oH3 + + 4yI|Vv||  ^+ ayllVvll  ^+ + 3XHi.
Moreover we know that
and
2 A -Ho
m
3XH\ < 3XH]!^h I^
< ! a  ]U f f J
4(3^)^
a Ho
( B . 6 )
( B . 7 )
Applying Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequalities we have
Hence
5YllVv||^Scy||v3v||j'^|Vv|||-‘*'2
^-d!A-d ( B . 8 )
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and similarly
ayllVvll  ^<
\d!^r
< ^ H 3  + .
\  (4/4-rf)(4-rf/4)
(B.9)
Hence if we substitute this back into the ladder we have 
12 ;   ^ 3a
1/2
%-dlA-d
But -Hj, < l l h
h I which gives for = L
2^ ‘ - If ^  (I)
+caY"/3;f7/3 + ^ H o  + H Ï ^ H o.
Hence to leading terms,
8 a ^ U f64p^ 52 4V3X3/Z
V  3 a ^  G c P  >
Ho
(B.IO)
so that
< c a
1/2 16p'
13^3(00)^/^ *© i t * © 3/2
\  1/3
Ho. (B .ll)
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Appendix C: Estimates for the generalised 
bottom rung of the GDM { G p )
Throughout the following section we shall assume that the solutions of our equation are 
positive, though of course we have only at present established this for the case d = p - q - \ .
We show that, if we are prepared to assume positivity of solution, then we can find length
scales and temporal averages for higher values of d. Therefore in the appendix we shall
assume positivity and show what conclusions may be drawn under this assumption. To begin 
with we shall consider the Gp ladder. Differentiating the Gp with respect to time we see that
for the GDM equation they obey the following evolution equation:
~lp^~ ~  ~  ^  J  V^wdx+p J (2/7 -  l)w^ ~^^ (Vw)^ dx (C. 1)-y(2/7 - 1)(2^  + 1)J dx.
Because the solutions of our equation are assumed to be positive functions it follows that the
last term of (C. 1) is negative definite. Thus if we are able to control the third and fourth 
terms in the right hand side, we can get an absorbing set for Gp. We start with the third term:
J u^P'^V^udx = integrating by parts twice
= j " l ) w ^ ; ' - 2 v 2 w  + (2;7- l)(2/7-2)w2f-3(Vw)2]dx.
The first term of this is positive and will be used below to control the p term. Let I denote the 
second tenn, so that
I  = (2p-  \)Q.p -  2)j V2MMV-3(v«)2dx,
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Integrating by parts gives us
l  = -2 I -Q .p -  \ \2 p  -  2)(2p -  3)J
so that /  > 0 provided
(C.2)
We now consider the p tenn: intergrating by parts gives
p J (2p -  \)u^P ^(Vw)^dx = -p  J u^ P  ^ dx. (C.3)
Equation (C. 1) now reads
= XGp -  5G(2p+i)/2 -  oc(2p -  1)
xju^P-^(y^u) d x -o /-  P j  dx
-y(2p-  I)(2g + 1 ) J (u^P~^^dx.
(C.4)
If 1 </7 < 3/2 we can neglect the aJ term. Now
-a{2p -  1)J u^ P  ^ dx -p  J u^ P  ^ dx
= -a(2p  -  1)J u^P  ^X pw 2..22 {2 p -\)a J  4(2/7-i f  a^_ dx.
4(2/7 -  l)a Gn.
(C.5)
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Also by using Poincare's inequality
Gp+g = j  «2&>+î)dx < (V(«/’-?))2dx + K«) (C.6)
= i^ (p  + p ^ J  b ^ " ^ )d x  + r(w),
where
r(u) -  and co c Q .  Therefore, from these results we obtain, for 1 </? < 3/2,
where
- 2 'yl- /?(«)
Jn
(2p-l) (2q + l)
2-------------------- • (C.8)(P + k
Note that the result (C.8) can alternatively be obtained using Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality as 
follows:
-p  J f v ^ z / 1  dx. and Cauchy-Schwarz it using uP~^  and uP. Substituting into (C.4) after 
some manipulation and Young's inequality we again get (C.8). Note also the y * term is the 
dominant one if ^  > 1/2.
Applying a standard Holder's inequality on the 6 the y* terms (C.8) becomes
1 dGf ^ ,  ^ q2p*\I2p  ^^^p^glpx +2p d/ I 4(2/7-l)ay lllllip II111 (C.9)2 p
For ^ > 1/2, taking the Ô term as the dominant term using a standard absorbing set argument 
we obtain
Gp < ( ^ )  1 < p  < 3/2. (C. 10)
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where Q is the domain of integration and X* = [4(2/? -  l)a].
For q>  112 taking the y* term as the dominant term we get
Gp < j  ,!< /?<  3/2. (C .ll)
In order to get estimates for the ||w|£ norm, all we have to do is to insert the bottom rung 
estimates found above into g \  + lower terms, we obtain
(C.12)
For q>  1/2 we have instead
(C.13)
where (dql2') < p < 2 q + I .  Inspecting the ||w||^norm, realise that we have global existence for 
2 p - d q > 0 ;  particular in the case g = 1 we get global existence for <i ~ 1 and <7=2. The case 
q = \ , d = 3  is critical.
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Appendix D: Temporal averages for GDM
In this appendix we analyse temporal estimates which will give information on various 
dynamical quantities describing population dynamics. We start with the time average of Gp 
From (C.8) we know that for 1 </> < 3/2 we have
iÇ < A ,*G ;,-S G (2p + iy2-Y *G p .^ . (D .l)
Time averaging (D. 1) we obtain:
{<^ (2p+i)/2 ) ^ \ { G p )  -  \{G p-^q\ q ^  1/2. (D.2)
Therefore
(Gp) < ( ^ )  q ^ 1/2. (D-3)
For q > 1/2 the dominant term is the y* term and so we obtain
<Gp+^ > < {^Gp) -  ;^(G(2p+i)/2),q^  1/2. (D.4)
Thus 9T^l/2 . (D.5)
For p > 3/2 we have to take into account the contribution of the œ term. Thus (D.l) reads
< X*Gp -  8G(2p+i)/2 + ca I  «2i-4(V«)‘'dx-y*G;,+,. (D.6)
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In order to keep the algebra as simple as possible, from now on we will assume that q > V 2  
and so we neglect the contribution of the ô term. Thus time averaging (D.6) we get
{G p.p  S ^ {G p )  + ( I  «2;-4(v„)) V  y  (D.7)
Assuming p > 2 by a Holder-type inequality we obtain
(Gp^g) < ^<G p) + ). (D.8)
Applying a further Holder inequality to (D.8) we get
( G p + g r )  <  ^ ( G p )  X  0 ^ ' ^ )
By a Young-type inequality, we obtain
{ G p n )  ^  Y ^ G p )  + ^ < G p + e > ( l l V « l l | 4 f t % l 2 )  )  •
(DIO)
Therefore
(Gp ,g )  <  (Gp)  +  )■ (D  " )
Now, using an interpolation inequality, we have
l l r 7 , , | i ( 4 / ? + 4 ^ ) % + 2 )  . [ ( 2 p + 2 9 ) a ] % + 2 ) ^ [ 2 ( l - f l ) ] % - 2 )
" ^ ^ l ' ( 4 p + 4 ç ) / ( V + 2 )  “  » t i J . l Z J
where n>\^  and exponent a is given by
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The condition on n given by (D. 13) guarantees that [2(1 -  a \q  + 2)] < 1, thus
^  X (D M)
Splitting (D. 14) with Young’s inequality and inserting the result into (D. 11) we obtain 
( G W  ^ (D.15)
Thus we need to time average the Jn as well Taking /?= 1 in our evolution equation for Gp 
{see C. 1 in Appendix C) and time averaging, we get
</2> s  i m v i )  + VGi>] -  |<G3/2> -  ^ (G ,+ ,> . (D.16)
Using <Ji) < < |< J2 > + |(G i) ,  one sees that
<.^ 2> -  + ^ ]< G i> -  i<G3/2> -  ^ ( G i+«)- (D 17)
For /Î > /  we do not loiow how to obtain a sharp time average, and so the higher Jn will not 
be considered, the time average of the norm is done in the following way
) )
1 ^2gv [^2 (^l-v)]/p
dwhere v =  ------ -—j - . (D. 19)2pn + d - d p
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By a Holder-type inequality we obtain:
( i w e > <  /  ( g )  y  ^ ^(2«-'y(,-.)^p,(l-v)]/[(l-*W 6 _  q n . ,p >  qd/2 .
(D.20)
In order to handle the {ÇnUoŸ^^ tenn we make use of the following version of the ladder
+  pJ„H,i - o /„ + 2  +  +  cM SJn+i ■ (D .2 1 )
Dimension { M t j ) ll«le
c /=l
(f=2
d ~ 3 c{iy^ G P ^ ^ \p> 3l2
Table I. Time asymptotic upper bounds and time averaged bonds for q ^ 1
Making the same manipulations done to obtain the ladder in Chapter 3 we can see that the 
leading orders (D.21) becomes:
(D.22)
Dividing by J„ and taking the time average we get:
Jn <
a /  ( Jn\ 
"  4 \  \To)
Un
4- C (D.23)
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We loiow from [8] that the solutions are bounded below by an exponential hence { j J J n ) -  0 
and to leading orders we obtain
(D24)
Inserting (D.24) into (D.20) and doing some algebra we finally get, for large values of k,
(||«||J1?) < c ( | )  ^  > ^ /2 .  (D.25)
In (D.25) we have to insert low values ofp,  as we know that (Gp) is not too large. For 
1 </? < 3/2 we know the (G(2p+i)/2 ) or the (Gp+g) estimates; for largerp  we can use the 
estimates (D.15).
Note that if we substitute p  =^qd in (D.25) we obtain the elegant set of estimates:
(IWI^) ^ c ( | )  p> dql2 . (D.26)
Other routes are possible, but they give essentially the same results. Here we have tried to 
avoid choices which would give very messy algebra, thus obscuring the essence of these 
methods. For example in the case dq = f  using another version of the ladder one could get 
slightly sharper results, at the cost of having to change (D.26), which currently is nice and 
compact.
In table I we compare the time asymptotic upper bounds and the time averaged bounds, for 
the case q ^ L
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Appendix E: Length scales for GDM
In this appendix we shall investigate the length scales which appear in our flow, for higher d. 
As we mentioned before we have
(length)- ' = ,  (E.I)
This is a function of time and therefore its dynamic evolution is in general not easy to obtain 
so, as before, we shall consider the time average of this quantity.
We start with the time average estimates of our length scales. To do that we use the 
dynamical content of the ladder (D.22):
(E.2)
"'0
Dividing by Jn and taking the time average we obtain again (D.24) and (D.25), as {jnUn )  
vanishes.
Thus the final result reads:
(E.3)
p  > dq/2.
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Putting as above /? = we get
( /■ ^ )< c (^ )  {o^qd) ; p> dq/2 . (E.4)
Comparing (D.25) and (E.4) one can see that the and ( /“  ^) scale in the same way.
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Useful Inequalities
1.1 Young s Inequality
For x,y > 0 and c>  0 we have
x y < k c x y  + ^ ( f )  ,
where i  + ^  = 1 and I <p,q <co.
1.2 Holder Inequality
For f  e g e L^(Q) and I <p,q<co
1.3 Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality
A special case of the Holder Inequality (p, q ^  2)
L  \fs\dx < ( L  '
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1.4 Gagliardo-Nirenberg Inequality
For 1 < r  < 00,0 <y < m and jim < a < \  
then
where
If we have j=0 then we must add on a ||w||2 term to take into account that u maybe a constant 
function.
1.5 Poincare Inequality
Suppose f  e Ci(Qi:) has mean zero on = [0,2]^^ then 
l i f t  < d^~PL\Vfl for 1 </? < 00.
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Time Averages
1.1 Definitions
Given a dynamical system on a Hilbert space H that is described by a semi-group 
and possesses a global attractor A we define,
Definition 1 The time-asymptotic upper bound /  of a function f ~ f  {Sit)uo) is 
7  = sup lim limX» (^Owo)-llQ^ H
Definition 2 The time average (f)  of a function f -  f  {S(J)uo) is 
</’)=  lim sup y
1.2 Lemmas for Time averages 
Lemma 1 ^ / ^  = Oif /<oo.
Proof
( f ) -  I S
f(S{t)uo) -/(Wo)lim sup .
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but f  (S{i)uo) < /  for Wo e x4 hence 
(/)» 0^0 I
Lemma 2 </g> < i f ^  + |  = 1
Proof
# ) =  Jim sup y  r^/(%)wo)g(%)wo) (A.
Apply Holder's inequality and applying the fact that sup {A,E) < sup^. sup.6
(fg) < lim sup (y  I q / C ^ W w o / ^  ( y  r  g(S{x)uofd’^  ^
limt-^ co sup 7  JoX'^Wwof^/T sup 7  Jo g(S(x)uo)^dx ,\UQeA y \jlQ bA j
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Lemma 1
To show that
( 1.1)
s rrr+5 TTt'+S
where 1 <r , s^N,
Proof
Let hs = 1 V‘* 0 p  where 0  = V^~^u and \ < s < N
then if we integrate by parts we have
hs = (v"-*-’0 ) (v " - '0 ) a tc ,
{Applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality)
L  ( v " + '0 )  ''ck] '  /  (v ^ -1 0 )  ''dJ  '
1 1
= (1.2)
So we have
h s ‘^ hgj^ihfi. (1.2)
i  i  . 2 /  2
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Step 1: Prove hs < h^+iK^  ^ (1.3)
We know from (1.2) (by substituting in a- -  1) that the inequality holds for s = I.
If we now assume that it holds for s = k we have
h u ^ h t y ' h f \  (1.4)
and we must show that (1.3) holds for /c + 1
i  i
From (1.2) we have h k + \ < h I  substituting ( 1.4) into this gives
which rearranged is
k+ \ 1
J 1 
.5 + 1  Y..V+1Hence we have proven that ^ induction.
^  JLStep 2; Prove that hs<hlXrho' (1.5)
We Icnow that this holds for r  = /  from (1.3)
If we assume that (1.5) holds for r = / we have
(1.6)
and we must now prove that it holds for r  = / +1.
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From (1.3) with s = s + twe  have
s+t 1
C ; > r '  (17)
If we replace As+( by (1.7) In (1.6) we have
S  /+ 1
(i.s)
and therefore we have proven (1.5) by induction.
If we now substitute in 0  = we have hs ~ Hjq and ho ~
So (1.5) becomes (1.1) and hence we have proven lemma 1.
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